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Abstract
Linked Open Data initiatives have encouraged the publication of large RDF datasets into the Linking Open
Data (LOD) cloud, including DBpedia, YAGO, and Geo-Names. Despite the size of LOD datasets and the
development of (semi-)automatic methods to create and link LOD data, these datasets may be still incom-
plete, negatively affecting thus accuracy of Linked Data processing techniques. We acquire query answer
completeness by capturing knowledge collected from the crowd, and propose a novel hybrid query process-
ing engine that brings together machine and human computation to execute SPARQL queries. Our system,
HARE, implements these hybrid query processing techniques. HARE encompasses several features: (1) a
completeness model for RDF that exploits the characteristics of RDF in order to estimate the completeness
of an RDF dataset; (2) a crowd knowledge base that captures crowd answers about missing values in the
RDF dataset; (3) a query engine that combines on-the-fly crowd knowledge and estimates provided by the
RDF completeness model, to decide upon the sub-queries of a SPARQL query that should be executed
against the dataset or via crowd computing to enhance query answer completeness; and (4) a microtask
manager that exploits the semantics encoded in the dataset RDF properties, to crowdsource SPARQL sub-
queries as microtasks and update the crowd knowledge base with the results from the crowd. Effectiveness
and efficiency of HARE are empirically studied on a collection of 50 SPARQL queries against the DBpedia
dataset. Experimental results clearly show that our solution accurately enhances answer completeness.
Keywords: RDF Data, Crowd Knowledge, Query Execution, Crowdsourcing, Hybrid System, Microtasks,
Completeness Model, SPARQL Query
1. Introduction
Following the Linked Data principles2, Semantic
Web technologies facilitate the integration and pub-
lication of open data into the Linking Open Data
(LOD) cloud. During the last decade, the LOD
cloud has grown considerably, passing from com-
prising nine datasets in 2007 to more than 1, 000 in
2014 [29]. The Resource Description Framework3
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(RDF) and Semantic Web tools are used to describe
and publicly make available data in the LOD cloud.
RDF is a semi-structured data model where entities
are represented as resources; connections between
resources are described as triples composed of sub-
jects, predicates, and objects. RDF triples repre-
sent positive statements, i.e., negative statements
cannot be modeled. Further, the open world as-
sumption is assumed for RDF triples, e.g., because
RDF datasets may be incomplete, a movie can be
associated with producers even if no triples repre-
sent this statement in an RDF dataset. Addition-
ally, class hierarchies in ontologies can be used to
describe the types of the resources, and resources
of the same class can be characterized by differ-
ent set of properties. For example, in the DBpedia
dataset [18], the resource dbr:The Interpreter is typed as
Preprint submitted to Journal of Web Semantics June 3, 2017
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(a) The movies dbr:The Interpreter is
linked to three producers via the
dbp:producer predicate, contrary to
dbr:Tower Heist whose producer values
are missing in DBpedia.
1 PREFIX dbc: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Category:> 
2 PREFIX dbp: <http ://dbpedia.org/property/> 
3 PREFIX dct: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>  
4 SELECT ?movie ?producer WHERE {  
5  ?movie dct:subject dbc:Universal_Pictures_film .  
6  ?movie dbp:producer ?producer. } 
 
239 bindings submitted to the crowd 
(b) Query to select movies (and producers) filmed by
Universal Pictures. This query produces 1,222 re-
sults, yet, there are 1,461 movies by Universal
Pictures. 239 movies are not associated with a





















(c) The crowd stated that Brian Grazer
is a producer of Tower Heist. Hence, a
value for the property dbp:producer of
dbr:Tower Heist is dbr:Brian Grazer.
Figure 1: Motivating example. (a) Portion of DBpedia for movies and producers. Missing values in the RDF graph
are highlighted. (b) SPARQL query executed against DBpedia. Portions of the query (highlighted) affected by
missing values are crowdsourced. (c) Crowd answers are mapped into RDF to augment the result of queries.
schema.org:Movie and linked to three producers via the
dbp:producer property, while the resource dbr:Tower Heist
does not have this property, as shown in Figure 1a.
As in traditional semi-structured data models,
the semi-structured nature of RDF allows for cre-
ating datasets that result from integrating multi-
ple, and typically heterogenous and unstructured
data sources. However, RDF datasets may lack of
explicit meta-data and, if exists, this may be in-
complete. Furthermore, although RDF data can
be correct, a large number of missing values may
occur, thus negatively impacting completeness of
tasks of Linked Data consumption and query pro-
cessing. To illustrate, let us consider a query that
selects movies, including their producers, that have
been filmed by Universal Pictures. Such query can
be formulated in SPARQL as in Figure 1b and the
executed against DBpedia. The query execution re-
turns no producers for 239 out of the 1,461 movies
filmed by Universal Pictures. An inspection to the
query results reveals that DBpedia has no produc-
ers for dbr:Tower Heist, however, this movie has actu-
ally three producers. This is an example of missing
values. With cases like this being a common oc-
currence in RDF datasets, further techniques are
needed to improve data quality in terms of com-
pleteness and subsequent query processing results.
The Database and Semantic Web communities
have extensively studied methods for assuring data
quality in traditional databases [23] as well as on
Web data [2, 13, 35]. Despite all these devel-
opments, common sense knowledge acquired from
humans may be required for improving effective-
ness of automatic methods of data quality assess-
ment [6, 10, 13, 26]. In the context of data man-
agement, crowdsourcing have been used to design
advanced query processing systems that combine
human and computational intelligence [15, 21, 25].
Albeit effective for relational databases, such ap-
proaches are less feasible for a Linked Data sce-
nario, which is confronted with autonomous RDF
datasets. We overcome limitations of crowd-based
solutions for relational query processing, and tackle
the problem of automatically identifying portions
of a SPARQL query against an RDF dataset that
yield incomplete results; missing values are assessed
via microtask crowdsourcing. Tackling this prob-
lem requires query evaluation techniques against
RDF datasets able to preserve the formal proper-
ties of SPARQL query execution as established in
the Evaluation problem [27, 30]. In addition, re-
sorting to the crowd to assess RDF data demands
strategies to collect reliable answers from human
contributors efficiently. Therefore, in this work, we
investigate the following research questions:
RQ1 Can answers of SPARQL queries be com-
pleted via hybrid computation without incur-
ring additional complexity in query evalua-
tion?
RQ2 Can answer completeness of SPARQL queries
be augmented via microtasks?
RQ3 What is the impact of exploiting the seman-
tics of RDF resources on crowd effectiveness
and efficiency when solving missing values?
We propose HARE, a hybrid query processing
system that combines human and computational
capabilities to run queries against RDF datasets.
HARE aims at enhancing answer completeness of
SPARQL queries by resolving missing values in
datasets via microtask crowdsourcing. Following
our running example, HARE is able to crowdsource
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portions of SPARQL queries, as in Figure 1b, and
complete missing values in RDF datasets with the
answers from the crowd as depicted in Figure 1c.
To detect missing values, HARE relies on the Lo-
cal Closed-World Assumption (LCWA) which as-
sumes that parts of the dataset are complete.
HARE provides a highly flexible crowdsourcing-
enabled SPARQL query execution: No extensions
to SPARQL are required, and users can configure
the level of expected answer completeness in each
query execution (denoted τ). In recent work [4], we
develop a simple model able to enhance the com-
pleteness of answers of SPARQL queries that ac-
cess objects in RDF triples. In this work, we gen-
eralize our prior approach, and propose an RDF
completeness model able to estimate the complete-
ness of the RDF resources that play any role in
RDF triples. This, in turn, allows for improving an-
swer completeness in a broader range of SPARQL
queries. For instance, in the query movies that have
been filmed in New York City by Universal Pictures
and produced by Brian Grazer, movies correspond to
subjects in DBpedia triples. Based on the new RDF
completeness model, HARE may decide to resort to
the crowd for enriching DBpedia on movies and on
producers to deliver higher quality results.
Furthermore, HARE encompasses a knowledge
base that captures the knowledge collected from
the crowd, which is opportunistically exploited to
discern whether the crowd is likely to solve a
question accurately. Additionally, we propose a
SPARQL query engine able to efficiently combine
crowd answers and intermediate SPARQL results,
and produce fuzzy mappings of the variables in the
SPARQL queries. To formalize the fuzzy semantics
of SPARQL queries, a fuzzy SPARQL algebra com-
prises part of the contributions of this work. Fi-
nally, the HARE microtask manager includes the
user interface generator which is able to exploit
the semantics of RDF resources to build human-
readable interfaces that facilitate the collection of
right answers from the crowd.
The quality of the HARE hybrid query process-
ing techniques has been empirically evaluated in a
crafted collection of 50 SPARQL queries against
DBpedia (version 2014). The goal of the experi-
ments is to analyze the performance of HARE when
queries are executed directly against the dataset
and the crowdsourcing platform CrowdFlower [1].
Empirical results clearly show that HARE can re-
liably augment response completeness while crowd
answers achieved accuracy values from 0.84 to 0.96.
Furthermore, the majority of the query answers are
produced in reasonable time via crowdsourcing, i.e.,
in all the studied queries at least 75% of the answers
are collected 12 minutes after the first task was sub-
mitted to the crowd. Finally, the semantically en-
riched microtasks produced by HARE are able to
provide assistance to the crowd, and speed up the
process of crowd answering by at least one order of
magnitude with respect to tasks built without se-
mantics. These results confirm that the incorpora-
tion of crowd knowledge into query processing tech-
niques can effectively augment the completeness of
SPARQL query answers.
This paper is an extension to previous work of
ours [4], where we presented a hybrid query en-
gine to enhance answers of SPARQL queries – with
variables only in the object position – using crowd-
sourcing. The novel contributions of our current
work are summarized as follows:
• An extended RDF completeness model that
now fully exploits the topology of RDF
graphs to estimate the answer completeness of
SPARQL queries with variables in the subject,
predicate, or object position.
• The definition of contradiction between state-
ments provided by the crowd has been ex-
tended and we define a new metric for mea-
suring this contradiction.
• A formal definition of the operations carried
out by the proposed microtask manager.
• The algorithm of the HARE query optimizer is
now defined.
• A fuzzy set semantics of the SPARQL query
language; we formally prove the complexity of
computing the solution of SPARQL queries un-
der the proposed semantics.
• The query engine has been re-defined to be
able to evaluate SPARQL queries respecting
the proposed SPARQL fuzzy set semantics.
• An extensive empirical evaluation that demon-
strates the impact of HARE on the efficiency
and effectiveness of the crowd.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 presents an analysis of the related work
while Section 3 presents the fundamentals of the
RDF data model and the SPARQL query language.
Section 4 formalizes the problem solved by HARE
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and describes the main components of the HARE
architecture. The HARE completeness model is de-
fined in Section 5, and the representation of the
crowd knowledge is presented in Section 6. Sec-
tion 7 describes the HARE microtask manager and
Section 8 presents the query optimizer. A proposed
fuzzy semantics of SPARQL and the query engine
are defined in and Section 9. Experimental results
are reported in Section 10, and we conclude in Sec-
tion 11 with an outlook to future work.
2. Related Work
2.1. Hybrid Query Processing for Relational Data
The database community has proposed sev-
eral human/computer query processing architec-
tures for relational data. Approaches such as
CrowdDB [15], Deco [24, 25], Qurk [19], and Crow-
dOp [14] target scenarios in which existing micro-
task platforms are directly embedded in query pro-
cessing systems. These systems provide declarative
languages tailored to facilitate a highly adaptive de-
sign of hybrid query execution pipelines.
CrowdDB [15] introduces SQL-like data defini-
tion and query languages to specify tables, columns,
or operators that are subject to crowdsourcing.
Similarly, Deco [24, 25] is a declarative approach
that allows for the specification of fetch rules to in-
dicate how data can be obtained from humans, and
resolution rules to specify how conflicts in crowd-
sourced data are solved. Qurk [21] defines a specifi-
cation language to describe microtasks in terms of
type of question, input, and output. Furthermore,
Qurk is able to generate query plans that combines
both relational tables and crowd tasks to reduce
the number of tasks submitted to the crowd [20].
CrowdOp [14] relies on cost-based query optimiza-
tion to generate query plans that efficiently gather
unknown values in relational tables from the crowd.
These relational engines require database admin-
istrators or crowd-based workflow designers to spec-
ify what to crowdsource during query execution
time. The focus is mainly on the architectural and
formalism design, as well as on the efficient imple-
mentation of the actual crowdsourcing components,
assuming that specific classes of queries (e.g., sub-
jective comparisons) specified at design time will
always be outsourced to the crowd. One important
challenge is reducing the number of tasks posed to
the crowd, since the delivery time of the crowd in-
creases whenever tasks compete for the attention
of the same workers. Approaches such as Deco [24]
have tackled this issue by proposing caching strate-
gies, while CrowdDB [15] attempts to reduce the
number of tasks to be outsourced by taking advan-
tage of structural properties in the relational data.
To conclude, the studies of crowdsourcing-
enabled relational databases provide evidence
about how specific design parameters of microtasks
influence the performance of queries executed with
hybrid systems. However, these insights cannot
be directly transferred to the Web of Data due
to several reasons: i) SPARQL queries may span
over a large number of statements and even sev-
eral datasets. It is therefore unrealistic to ex-
pect a SPARQL engine designer to specify rules
for queries that would trigger a crowdsourcing task.
ii) The semi-structured nature of Web data makes
it very hard to assess the quality of datasets upfront
and to identify subgraphs which should be subject
to crowdsourced curation (e.g., missing or incor-
rect values). iii) Queries over Web accessible RDF
datasets (e.g., via SPARQL endpoints) are typically
posed by users autonomously and – contrary to re-
lational crowdsourcing scenarios – precisely deter-
mining at design time the attributes that required
to be crowdsourced is not possible.
HARE takes the lessons learned in crowd-based
relational databases and applies them to a scenario
that exhibits formally different characteristics re-
garding the ways data is produced and consumed.
First, Linked Data sets are assumed to be correct
but potentially incomplete, and crowd knowledge
is exploited to enhance query completeness and en-
rich Linked Data sets. In HARE, crowd answers are
captured in crowd knowledge bases and the RDF
incompleteness model is used to devise optimiza-
tion strategies for effective query execution. HARE
optimization techniques make sure that human con-
tributions are sought only in those cases in which it
will most likely lead to result improvements, hence,
reducing both the overall costs and the average
time needed to collect crowd answers. Additionally,
HARE leverages the semantics encoded in RDF
datasets and their ontologies to generate microtask
interfaces tailored for types or classes of the data
that will be collected from the crowd. Overall, al-
though HARE implements a hybrid human/com-
puter query processing architecture, it differs from
crowd-based relational databases in the ability of
exploiting the RDF model, semantics of the data,
and the wisdom of the crowd to acquire the micro-
tasks that will allow for augmenting query answer
and Linked Data enrichment.
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2.2. Crowd-based Linked Data Management
Crowdsourcing has also been applied in other ar-
eas of data management. Demartini et al. [11, 12]
propose ZenCrowd, a hybrid approach that relies
on paid crowdsourcing for matching linked datasets
and linking collections of Web pages to the Linking
Open Data cloud. ZenCrowd implements a prob-
abilistic framework to identify candidate datasets
and suitable crowd workers, and applies crowd-
sourcing to a corpus of news articles to suggest new
links. Additionally, ZenCrowd is able to link two
instances of different schemas or ontologies; thus,
automatic entity extraction and linking is enriched
and enhanced with crowd knowledge. ZenCrowd
model takes advantage of probabilistic networks to
gather evidences collected from algorithmic link-
ers and the crowd to produce confidence scores of
the predicted matches. Similarly, CrowdMAP [28]
tackles the problem of ontology matching, and re-
ports on the evaluation of existing alignment al-
gorithms and how precision and recall can be en-
hanced using crowd labor. HARE also resorts
to paid crowdsourcing for hybrid computation but
with a different purpose. Instead of matching in-
stances and combining evidences from linker algo-
rithms and the crowd, HARE depends on estimates
derived from the RDF completeness model and
crowd knowledge to decide completeness of Linked
Data sets. HARE solves this decision problem dur-
ing query processing time, and at the level of RDF
triples obtained with the evaluation of triple pat-
terns in SPARQL queries.
OASSIS [7] is a recommendation system that
mines frequent patterns from personal data col-
lected via crowdsourcing. Patterns to mine are
specified in OASSIS-QL, a SPARQL-like language.
OASSIS exploits general knowledge from ontologi-
cal concepts to reason over the data from the crowd
in order to reduce the number of subsequent crowd-
sourced questions needed to discover a new pat-
tern. The problem of determining the number of
questions to be sent to the crowd has been also
studied by Mozafari et al. [22] and Trushkowsky et
al. [33]. Mozafari et al. propose machine learn-
ing algorithms that rely on the bootstrap theory
to precisely estimate uncertainty scores of labels
that will be requested from the crowd in one or
different batches. The approach is general enough
to be treated as a black-box and adapted to solve
the optimization task of deciding when to stop
asking in different crowd-based problems, e.g., en-
tity resolution, image search, or sentiment analy-
sis. Trushkowsky et al. present a statistical model
based on sampling techniques to estimate the car-
dinality of crowd answers. Both solutions are tai-
lored to decide the stoping point of microtasks with
a large number of answers; however, appropriate
training datasets or sample populations have to be
crafted to generate robust estimates. HARE also
tackles this decision problem, but implements a
lightweight model that does not require training
data or sample populations. In contrast to the
work by Mozafari et al. and Trushkowsky et al.,
HARE utilizes knowledge collected from the crowd
and the RDF completeness model to estimate an
upper bound on the number of iterations the same
question will be sent to the crowd.
2.3. Web Data Quality Assessment
Crowdsourcing techniques have been also applied
to deal with data quality problems such as com-
pleteness and correctness. KATARA [10] is a sys-
tem to cleanse tabular data by using a combina-
tion of RDF knowledge bases (KBs) and crowd-
sourcing; tabular data may be incorrect while KBs
are assumed to be correct but may be incom-
plete. KATARA discovers patterns that align table
columns with ontological definitions in KBs, identi-
fying types and relationships of the columns. Pat-
terns are then validated via crowdsourcing; correct
patterns are used to generate possible repairs for
data entries in tables, and to potentially complete
data in the reference KBs. HARE also assumes
KBs are correct but potentially incomplete, and
implements query processing strategies that rely on
crowd knowledge and the RDF completeness model
to augment query completeness. HARE makes use
of the enhanced answers to enrich the KBs; any
type of RDF triples can be added to the KBs. Con-
trary, KATARA is limited to the data stored in
the tabular datasets, and RDF triples of the form
(s, p, o) can only be added to the KBs, whenever s
and o appear in the tabular dataset.
Acosta et al. [6] also tackle the data quality
assessment problem and propose a human-based
workflow to detect quality issues in RDF graphs.
The proposed workflow is a variant of the Find-Fix-
Verify crowdsourcing pattern [8] to effectively com-
bine knowledge from experts and crowd workers to
determine if an RDF triple is potentially incorrect;
missing values cannot be detected. HARE also re-
sorts to the crowd to assess quality issues in KBs.
However, HARE assumes that KBs are correct but
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potentially incomplete, and exploits an RDF com-
pleteness model and crowd knowledge bases not
only to decide incompleteness, but also to acquire
a hybrid processing task to enhance query answer
and KB completeness.
Finally, the problem of automatically construct-
ing knowledge bases has been addressed by Dong et
al. [13]. Dong et al. propose unsupervised strate-
gies for both resolving conflicts from knowledge ex-
tracted from different data sources and finding the
correct values. Knowledge in the integrated KB
is represented as RDF triples of the form (s, p, o).
This approach assumes that values of s, p are al-
ready known in a gold standard knowledge base,
e.g., Freebase, and the goal is to identify correct val-
ues of o. If an RDF triple (s, p, o) occurs in the gold
standard knowledge base, then the triple is consid-
ered correct. However, the decision of incorrectness
is made based on the Local Closed-World Assump-
tion (LCWA) which assumes that the gold stan-
dard knowledge base is locally complete. Thus, if
(s, p, o) does not occur in the gold standard knowl-
edge base, but there is at least one triple (s, p, o1)
with o1 different from o, then (s, p, o) is assumed in-
correct. Contrary, if there is no such triple sharing
the same subject and predicate in the gold stan-
dard, the original triple (s, p, o) is excluded and not
classified. HARE assumes that the KB is correct
but possibly incomplete, and applies LCWA differ-
ently. The number of different values of o in triples
of the form (s, p, o) as well as the knowledge about
the types of the resource s in the dataset are used
to estimate the completeness of an RDF resource
with respect to p. Estimates of completeness are
exploited by the HARE query engine to decide if
the answer of a triple pattern is incomplete. Crowd
knowledge is then acquired to enhance query com-
pleteness, as well as to potentially enrich the KB.
3. Preliminaries: RDF and SPARQL
According to the LD principles, data published
on the Web should be described using the Resource
Description Framework (RDF). RDF is a graph-
based data model, where nodes in the graph can
be linked via directed labeled edges. Each pair
of connected nodes is called an RDF triple. RDF
nodes correspond to resources or literals (strings).
Resources can be either identified by a Universal
Resource Identifier (URI) or unidentified, denomi-
nated blank nodes, which model existential variables
in the graph. RDF graphs are also denominated
RDF datasets. We follow the notation from Pérez
et al. [27] and Schmidt et al. [30], and present the
formal definition of RDF triples and graphs.
Definition 1 (RDF Triple and Dataset [27])
Let U , B, L be disjoint infinite sets of URIs,
blank nodes, and literals, respectively. A tuple
(s, p, o) ∈ (U ∪ B)× (U)× (U ∪ B ∪ L) is denomi-
nated an RDF triple, where s is called the subject,
p the predicate, and o the object. An RDF dataset
or RDF graph is a set of RDF triples. When s ∈ L
or p ∈ (B ∪ L), then the tuple (s, p, o) is called
a generalized RDF triple and the dataset where it
contained is called a generalized RDF dataset [17].
The recommended language for querying RDF data
is SPARQL. In this work, we focus on SPARQL
Select queries which return the set of variables
and their mapping results. Select queries and
SPARQL expressions are defined in the following.
Definition 2 (SPARQL Expression, Select
Query [30]) Let V be a set of variables disjoint
from U ∪ B ∪ L. A SPARQL expression is built
recursively as follows. (1) A triple pattern t ∈
(U ∪ V ) × (U ∪ V ) × (L ∪ U ∪ V ) is an expres-
sion. (2) If Q1, Q2 are expressions and R is a fil-
ter condition, then Q1 Filter R, Q1 Union Q2,
Q1 Opt Q2, Q1 AND Q2 are expressions. Let
Q be a SPARQL expression and S ⊂ V a finite
set of variables. A SPARQL Select query is an
expression of the form SELECTS(Q).
The evaluation of SPARQL queries over an RDF
dataset is based on mappings. Each mapping rep-
resents a possible answer for a given SPARQL ex-
pression or query.
Definition 3 (SPARQL Mappings [30]) A
mapping is a partial function µ : V → (B ∪ L ∪ U)
from a subset of variables to RDF terms. The
domain of a mapping µ, dom(µ), is the subset of
V for which µ is defined. Two mappings µ1, µ2
are compatible, written µ1 ∼ µ2, if µ1(x) = µ2(x)
for all x ∈ dom(µ1) ∩ dom(µ2). Further, vars(t)
denotes all variables in triple pattern t, and µ(t)
is the triple pattern obtained when replacing all
x ∈ dom(µ) ∩ vars(t) in t by µ(x).
We focus on SPARQL query evaluation under set
semantics [27]. The semantics of SPARQL query
evaluation is defined by an algebra over the previ-
ously defined mappings.
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Definition 4 (SPARQL Algebra [27, 30])
Let Ω, Ωl, Ωr be mapping sets, R denotes a filter
condition, and S ⊂ V a finite set of variables. The
expression of SPARQL algebraic operations are
defined as follows:
Ωl on Ωr := {µl ∪ µr | µl ∈ Ωl, µr ∈ Ωr : µl ∼ µr}
Ωl ∪ Ωr := {µ | µ ∈ Ωl or µ ∈ Ωr}
Ωl \ Ωr := {µl ∈ Ωl | for all µr ∈ Ωr : µl  µr}
Ωl on Ωr := (Ωl on Ωr) ∪ (Ωl \ Ωr)
πS(Ω) := {µ1 | ∃µ2 : µ1 ∪ µ2 ∈ Ω ∧
dom(µ1) ⊆ S ∧ dom(µ2) ∩ S = ∅}
σR(Ω) := {µ ∈ Ω | µ |= R}
Where |= refers to built-in boolean functions defined
by Pérez et al. [27].
The result of evaluating SPARQL queries over
RDF datasets is a function that translates queries
and expressions into algebraic SPARQL opera-
tions [30]. This is formally defined as follows.
Definition 5 (SPARQL Semantics [27, 30])
Let D be an RDF dataset, t a triple pattern, and Q,
Q1, Q2 SPARQL expressions, R a filter condition,
and S ⊂ V a finite set of variables. Let [[·]]D be a
function that translates SPARQL expressions into
SPARQL algebra operators as follows:
[[t]]D := {µ | dom(µ) = vars(t) and µ(t) ∈ D}
[[Q1 And Q2]]D := [[Q1]]D on [[Q2]]D
[[Q1 Opt Q2]]D := [[Q1]]D on [[Q2]]D
[[Q1 Union Q2]]D := [[Q1]]D ∪ [[Q2]]D
[[Q Filter R]]D := σR([[Q]]D)
[[SelectS(Q)]]D := πS([[Q]]D)
Furthermore, a Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) is
a sequence of triple patterns and filter expressions
that are combined with Ands. All SPARQL
expressions are called graph patterns. In the
remainder of this paper, we will refer to the
expression SelectS(Q) as SPARQL query Q.
To analyze the complexity of SPARQL query
evaluation, the associated decision problem Eval-
uation is defined as follows: Given a mapping µ,
an RDF dataset D, and a SPARQL expression or
query Q as input: is µ ∈ [[Q]]D?.
Theorem 1 ([27, 30]) The Evaluation problem
is in (1) PTime for expressions constructed using
only And and Filter; (2) NP-complete for expres-
sions constructed using And, Filter, and Union




































Figure 2: The HARE architecture. The input is a
SPARQL query Q and a quality threshold τ . The query
optimizer and engine detects portions of Q that might
yield incomplete results. HARE query engine combines
intermediate results from the dataset with values pro-
vided by the crowd to augment the answer of Q. Poten-
tial missing values are crowdsourced by the microtask
manager. Human input is stored as RDF data in the
crowd knowledge bases CKB+, CKB−, CKB∼.
operators; (3) PSpace-complete for graph pattern
expressions.
The definition of Evaluation is based on set
semantics for SPARQL query evaluation.
4. Problem Definition and Our Approach
Given an RDF dataset D and a SPARQL query
Q to be evaluated over D, i.e., [[Q]]D. Consider
D∗ the virtual dataset that contains all the triples
that should be in D. The problem of identifying
portions of Q that yield missing values is defined
as follows. For all Basic Graph Pattern (BGP)
B = {t1, t2, ..., tn} in Q, where ti is a triple pat-
tern, identify the greatest subset P ∈ 2B such that:
[[P ]]D ⊂ [[P ]]D∗ (1)
Once P has been identified, the problem of resolv-
ing the missing values to enhance the final answer
of Q consists on creating mappings µ such that:
µ /∈ [[P ]]D ∧ µ ∈ [[P ]]D∗ (2)
We propose HARE, a query engine that automat-
ically identifies portions of a SPARQL query that
might yield incomplete results and resolves them
via crowdsourcing. Figure 2 depicts the compo-
nents of HARE, which receives as input a SPARQL
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query Q and a quality threshold τ . The RDF Com-
pleteness Model estimates the completeness of por-
tions of a dataset. The Query Optimizer generates
a plan from Q, executed by the Query Engine. The
engine takes into consideration τ , the completeness
model, and RDF triples collected from the crowd to
tackle the first problem presented in Equation (1).
Potential missing values are passed to the Microtask
Manager, which contacts the crowd to generate the
mappings µ to tackle the second problem presented
in Equation (2). The HARE engine efficiently com-
bines results retrieved from the dataset with human
input to produce the final results for Q.
5. RDF Completeness Model
We propose a model to estimate the completeness
of portions of RDF datasets. The intuition behind
our model is to capture the number of different sub-
jects, predicates, and objects in RDF triples, i.e.,
the multiplicity of RDF resources. Then, the model
compares the multiplicity of resources with the ag-
gregated multiplicity of classes in the dataset, i.e.,
the multiplicity of all resources that belong to the
same class. In the following, we define the multi-
plicity of RDF resources. We say that a resource
r occurs in dataset D if exists an RDF triple in D
where r is either the subject, predicate, or object.
Definition 6 Let s, p, o be RDF resources. The
multiplicity of RDF resources in a dataset D is
defined as the number of subjects (MSD(o|p)), ob-
jects (MOD(s|p)), and predicates (MPD(s|o)) that
appear in RDF triples (s, p, o) in D as follows:
MSD(o|p) := |{s | (s, p, o) ∈ D}|
MOD(s|p) := |{o | (s, p, o) ∈ D}|
MPD(s|o) := |{p | (s, p, o) ∈ D}|
Example 1 Consider the RDF graph D depicted
in Figure 3 which contains four nodes of type
schema.org:Movie. In this figure, movies are linked to
their producers via the dbp:producer predicate. In this
example, the multiplicity is computed for all the
nodes of type movies and their producers. For
instance, the resource s = dbr:Legal Eagles has two
values for the predicate p = dbp:producer, therefore,
MOD(s|p) is 2 in this case. The non-zero values
for MSD, MOD, and MPD for movies and pro-
ducers in the dataset D are as follows:
MSD(dbr:Sheldon Kahn | dbp:producer) = 1
MSD(“Ivan Reitmann” | dbp:producer) = 1
MSD(“Kris Thykier” | dbp:producer) = 1
MSD(dbr:Eric Fellner | dbp:producer) = 2
MSD(dbr:Tim Bevan | dbp:producer) = 2
MSD(dbr:Kevin Misher | dbp:producer) = 1
MOD(dbr:Legal Eagles | dbp:producer) = 2
MOD(dbr:Trash (2014 film) | dbp:producer) = 3
MOD(dbr:The Interpreter | dbp:producer) = 3
For all s, o that occur in D, MPD(s|o) = 1
Following the intuition of our model, we now look
at the multiplicity of all resources that belong to
the same class. Next, we define the aggregated
multiplicity per subject, predicate, and object of
resources that belong to a given class. We as-
sume that sub-class relationships (specified via the
rdfs:subClassOf) are materialized in D.
Definition 7 Let C, C1, and C2 be classes in
a dataset D. The aggregated multiplicity
of a class is given by the multiplicity of its
RDF resources: AMSD(C|p) denotes the aggre-
gate multiplicity of subjects of class C for predi-
cate p; AMOD(C|p) denotes the aggregate multi-
plicity of objects of class C for predicate p; and
AMPD(C1|C2) denotes the aggregate multiplicity of
predicates between subjects of class C1 and objects
of class C2. The aggregated multiplicity of classes
in a dataset D is defined as follows:
AMSD(C|p) :=
f({{MSD(o|p) | (s, p, o) ∈ D ∧ (o, a, C) ∈ D}})
AMOD(C|p) :=
f({{MOD(s|p) | (s, p, o) ∈ D ∧ (s, a, C) ∈ D}})
AMPD(C1|C2) :=
f({{MPD(s|o) | (s, p, o) ∈ D ∧ (s, a, C1) ∈ D ∧
(o, a, C2) ∈ D}})
Where:
• (r, a, C) corresponds to the triple (r, rdf:type, C),
which states that the resource r belongs to the
class C,
• f(.) is an aggregation function.
The aggregation function f in Definition 7 de-
termines how the multiplicity of individual RDF
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Figure 3: Portion of DBpedia for movies. schema.org:Movie and dbo:Person are classes. The resources dbr:Legal Eagles,
dbr:Tower Heist, dbr:Trash (2014 film), and dbr:The Interpreter are instances of the schema.org:Movie class. Movies are linked to
producers via the dbp:producer predicate. Movies are annotated with the object completeness CompOD value for
the dbp:producer predicate, e.g., CompOD for db:Legal Eagles is 2/3 since this movie has two producers, and AMOD
for the class schema.org:Movie is three. The object completeness of producers for the resources dbr:Trash (2014 film) and
dbr:The Interpreter is 3/3. The movie dbr:Tower Heist has no producers, thus CompOD = 0.
of resources in RDF datasets may exhibit a skewed
distribution, in our approach f corresponds to the
median. By choosing the median for the computa-
tion of f , outliers do not affect the estimation of
the aggregated multiplicity of classes.
Example 2 Suppose the class schema.org:Movie com-
prises only the four movies in Figure 3, and the
aggregation function f is the median. The aggre-
gated object multiplicity of the class schema.org:Movie
with respect to the predicate dbp:producer, i.e.,
AMOD(schema.org:Movie | dbp:producer), is computed
over the values of MOD from Example 1 as
median({{2, 3, 3}}), which results in a value of
3. The non-zero values for AMSD, AMOD, and
AMPD for the classes schema.org:Movie and dbo:People
in the dataset D from Figure 3 are as follows:
AMSD(dbo:Person | dbp:producer) = 1
AMOD(schema.org:Movie | dbp:producer) = 3
AMPD(schema.org:Movie | dbo:Person) = 1
The completeness of an RDF resource is given
by the multiplicity of the resource and the aggre-
gated multiplicity of all classes where the resource
belongs to. The class with the highest multiplicity
determines how complete the resource is.
Definition 8 Let s, p, and o be RDF resources,
with (s, a, Cs1) ∈ D, ..., (s, a, Csn) ∈ D and
(o, a, Co1) ∈ D, ..., (o, a, Com) ∈ D. The complete-
ness of RDF resources is given by the multi-
plicity of RDF resources and the classes that they
belong to. CompSD(o|p) denotes the completeness
of subjects in D for resource o via the predicate
p; CompOD(s|p) denotes the completeness of ob-
jects in D for resource s via the predicate p; and
CompPD(s|o) denotes the completeness of predi-
cates in D that link resources s and o. The com-
pleteness of RDF resources ([0.0; 1.0]) in a dataset

















AMP ′D 6=0 ∧ MPD<AMP ′D
1.0 otherwise
Where:
AMS′D = max(AMSD(Co1|p), ..., AMSD(Com|p)),
AMO′D = max(AMOD(Cs1|p), ..., AMOD(Csn|p)),
AMP ′D = max(AMPD(Cs1|Co1), ..., AMPD(Csn|Com)).
Example 3 Consider the RDF graph D from Fig-
ure 3. According to Definition 8, the object
completeness (CompOD) of the resource dbr:Legal -
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Eagles for the predicate dbp:producer is computed as
MOD(dbr:Legal Eagles | dbp:producer) (cf. Example 1) di-
vided by AMOD(schema.org:Movie | dbp:producer) (cf. Ex-
ample 2), i.e., 23 = 0.667. In the same way, the ob-
ject completeness for the resources dbr:Trash (film 2014)
and dbr:The Interpreter for the predicate dbp:producer is 33 ,
as depicted in Figure 3. Furthermore, consider that
the movie db:The Interpreter also belongs to the class
dbo:Film, and the aggregated multiplicity of this class
is AMOD(dbo:Film | dbp:producer) = 5. Then, the object
completeness CompOD(dbr:The Interpreter | dbp:producer)
is 35 = 0.6, estimating that two out of five producers
of this movie are not represented in the dataset.
In general, completeness values CompSD,
CompOD, and CompPD close to 0.0 point to a large
number of missing subjects, objects, and predicates
in the dataset D, respectively.
6. Representation of the Crowd Knowledge
RDF triples allow for representing positive facts,
i.e., negative triples cannot be modeled. However,
considering negative knowledge is crucial to model
the local close world assumption which, in turn, al-
lows for avoiding redundant questions to the crowd.
For example, if the crowd has stated that a given
movie has no producers, the crowd will not be asked
again about the producers for that movie. More-
over, using crowd knowledge effectively demands
the representation of negative or even unknown
statements: in some cases, human contributors es-
tablish or confirm facts, while in others they might
assert that a statement cannot hold or that they
do not know the answer to a question. Therefore,
in HARE, the knowledge from the crowd is cap-
tured in three knowledge bases modeled as fuzzy
sets to store positive, negative, and unknown facts:
CKB+, CKB−, and CKB∼. CKB+ comprises
RDF triples that should belong to the dataset (pos-
itive facts). CKB− lists all triples that should
not exist (negative facts) according to the crowd.
Finally, CKB∼ contains the associations that the
crowd could not confirm or deny (unknown facts).
In all crowd knowledge bases, triples are annotated
with a membership degree m (> 0). m represents
a score of the reliability of the crowd answer and,
in this work, it is obtained from the worker’s trust
value reported by the Crowdflower platform.
Definition 9 Given D an RDF dataset and
CROWD a pool of human resources. Let D∗ be a
virtual finite RDF dataset such that it is composed
of all the triples that ‘should’ be in D. The knowl-
edge of CROWD, denoted CKB, is defined as a
3-tuple as follows:
CKB = (CKB+, CKB−, CKB∼)
where CKB+, CKB−, CKB∼ are fuzzy RDF
datasets of the form (T,m) where T is a gener-
alized RDF dataset and:
• m : T → (0.0; 1.0], where m((s, p, o)) is the
membership degree of the triple (s, p, o) ∈ T
to the corresponding fuzzy set, and states the
reliability of the crowd answer,
• (s, p, o) ∈ T+ with CKB+ = (T+,m) iff
(s, p, o) ∈ U × U × (U ∪ L) and, according to
CROWD, (s, p, o) belongs to D∗,
• (s, p, o) ∈ T− with CKB− = (T−,m) iff
(s, p, o) ∈ (U∪B∪L)×(U∪B∪L)×(U∪B∪L)
and, according to CROWD, (s, p, o) does not
belong to D∗; and for all (s, p, o) ∈ T− it holds
that (s, p, o) /∈ D∗,
• (s, p, o) ∈ T∼ with CKB∼ = (T∼,m) iff
(s, p, o) ∈ (U∪B∪L)×(U∪B∪L)×(U∪B∪L)
and, according to CROWD, the membership of
(s, p, o) to D∗ is unknown.
Example 4 CROWD is enquired to provide values
of the predicate dbp:producer for the movie dbr:Tower -
Heist, and links between dbr:Tower Heist and the person
dbr:Brian Grazer. Suppose that the crowdsourced an-
swers are as follows:
(i) “Brian Grazer is a producer of Tower Heist”,
with confidence equal to 0.9,
(ii) “There is no relationship between Tower Heist
and Brian Grazer”, with confidence equal to
0.04,
(iii) “Tower Heist has no producers”, with confi-
dence equal to 0.06,
(iv) “I do not know the relationship between Tower
Heist and Brian Grazer”, with confidence
equal to 0.01.
The previous CROWD answers are then stored in
the corresponding CKB.4 For instance, answer (i)
4For the sake of readability, in the following exam-
ples a triple (s, p, o) stored in CKB is represented as
(s, p, o,m((s, p, o))).
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asserts facts that should be in D, therefore it is
stored in CKB+ as follows:
CKB+:
(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.9)
Answers (ii) and (iii) correspond to facts that
should not be in the dataset D, therefore:
CKB−:
(dbr:Tower Heist, :p1, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.04)
(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, :o, 0.06)
Lastly, in answer (iv) CROWD has declared that
the vetted fact is unknown, hence:
CKB∼:
(dbr:Tower Heist, :p2, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.01)
Given that CKB contains triples that are not
in D, it is important to consider the information
stored in CKB when determining the completeness
of resources. We therefore account the answers pre-
viously retrieved from CROWD. Analogous to Def-
inition 8, we define the completeness of a resource
considering the knowledge captured in CKB.
Definition 10 Let s, p, and o be RDF resources,
with (s, a, Cs1) ∈ D, ..., (s, a, Csn) ∈ D and
(o, a, Co1) ∈ D, ..., (o, a, Com) ∈ D. The com-
pleteness of RDF resources with respect to
the crowd knowledge base CKB is given by
the multiplicity of RDF resources in CKB and
the classes that they belong to in the dataset D.
CompSCKB(o|p) denotes the completeness of sub-
jects in CKB for resource o via the predicate p;
CompOCKB(s|p) denotes the completeness of ob-
jects in CKB for resource s via the predicate p; and
CompPCKB(s|o) denotes the completeness of pred-
icates in CKB that link resources s and o. The
completeness of RDF resources ([0.0; 1.0]) with re-


































Where MSCKB, MOCKB, and MPCKB are de-
fined as follows:
MSCKB(o|p) := |{s | (s, p, o) ∈ T+ ∧ (s, p, o) /∈ D}|
MOCKB(s|p) := |{o | (s, p, o) ∈ T+ ∧ (s, p, o) /∈ D}|
MPCKB(s|o) := |{p | (s, p, o) ∈ T+ ∧ (s, p, o) /∈ D}|
and:
AMS′D = max(AMSD(Co1|p), ..., AMSD(Com|p)),
AMO′D = max(AMOD(Cs1|p), ..., AMOD(Csn|p)),
AMP ′D = max(AMPD(Cs1|Co1), ..., AMPD(Csn|Com)).
Although the crowd knowledge bases may con-
tain rdf:type or rdfs:subClassOf statements, Definition 10
only takes into consideration the class and sub-class
annotations that are specified the datasetD. In this
way, the estimation of completeness exploits the in-
formation encoded in ontological definitions in D,
which are assumed to be correct.
Example 5 Consider the status of the crowd
knowledge base CKB+ given in Example 4 and
the aggregated multiplicity for classes in D shown
in Example 2. According to CKB+, the ob-
ject multiplicity of the resource dbr:Tower Heist for
the predicate dbp:producer is 1. Therefore, the ob-
ject completeness in CKB (CompOCKB) of the
resource dbr:Tower Heist for dbp:producer is computed
as: MOCKB(dbr:Tower Heist | dbp:producer) divided by
AMOD(schema.org:Movie | dbp:producer), i.e., 13 = 0.33.
The representation of crowd knowledge as
CKB+, CKB−, and CKB∼ allows for easily mod-
eling contradictions or unknownness in CROWD.
6.1. Crowd Contradiction
A contradiction arises when members of the
CROWD assert that a certain value exists and
does not exist. An example of contradiction is
given in Example 4, where the crowd confirms that
Tower Heist has a producer and is Brian Grazer
(in CKB+) but also states that the movie Tower
Heist has no producers (in CKB−). In order to
detect correspondences like these among triples in
CKB+ and CKB− we introduce the relation of
subsumption for generalized RDF triples.
Definition 11 Given an RDF triple (s, p, o) ∈ U×
U × (U ∪ L). Let :bs, :bp, :bo be RDF blank
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nodes. The relation of subsumption of gener-
alized RDF triples is defined as follows:
(s, p, o) v (s, p, o)
(s, p, o) v ( :bs, p, o)
(s, p, o) v (s, :bp, o)
(s, p, o) v (s, p, :bo)
Example 6 The generalized RDF triples
t2 =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, :o) and t3 =(dbr:Tower -
Heist, :p, dbr:Brian Grazer) subsume the triple
t1 =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, dbr:Brian Grazer), i.e.,
t1 v t2 and t1 v t3.
Property 1 Given a dataset D and an RDF gen-
eralized triple (s, p, o) ∈ D, the triples (s′, p′, o′) ∈
D subsumed by (s, p, o), i.e., (s′, p′, o′) v (s, p, o),
can be computed in O(D).
In HARE, contradictions can be detected by com-
puting subsumption relations between triples in
CKB+ = (T+,m) and CKB− = (T−,m). For-
mally, a CROWD contradiction occurs when exists
triples (s1, p1, o1) ∈ T+ and (s2, p2, o2) ∈ T− such
that:
(s1, p1, o1) v (s2, p2, o2)
Example 7 To illustrate the concept CROWD
contradictions, consider the triples in CKB+ and
CKB− in Example 4. The first contradiction in
CKB corresponds to the existence of producers
of the movie dbr:Tower Heist. In CKB+ it is con-
firmed that Tower Heist has a producer and is Brian
Grazer, i.e., t1 =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, dbr:Brian -
Grazer). However, according to CKB−, the movie
Tower Heist has no producers, i.e., t2 =(dbr:Tower -
Heist, dbp:producer, :o). Given that t1 v t2, this is con-
sidered a contradiction. Another contradiction that
occurs in the CKB from Example 4 corresponds to
the relationship between dbr:Tower Heist and dbr:Brian -
Grazer. According to t1, these resources are related
via the dbp:producer predicate. Nonetheless, as stated
in CKB−, there is no relationship between dbr:Tower -
Heist and dbr:Brian Grazer, i.e., t3 =(dbr:Tower Heist, :p1,
dbr:Brian Grazer). This is a contradiction since t1 v t3.
When querying the crowd knowledge, the con-
tradiction degree about statements in CKB+ =
(T+,m) and CKB− = (T−,m) is measured by
considering the membership degree of contradictory
triples. Given a triple pattern t evaluated against
CKB, we denote m+(t) the average membership
degree of triples in CKB+ that match t. Analo-
gously, we denote m−(t) the average membership
degree of triples in CKB− that contradict triples
that match t in CKB+. Finally, the contradic-
tion degree C(t) for triple pattern t is computed
as the harmonic mean between m+(t) and m−(t).
The selection of the harmonic mean allows for com-
paring the rate to which triples are contradicted in
CKB+ and CKB−. Formally, C(t), with values in










m+(t) = avg({{m(µ(t)) | µ ∈ [[t]]T+}}),
m−(t) = avg({{m(s, p, o) | (s, p, o) ∈ T−,
µ ∈ [[t]]T− with µ(t) = (s, p, o) ∨
∃µ ∈ [[t]]T+ , µ(t) v (s, p, o)}}).
(4)
We assume by default that human knowledge
captured in the CKB is contradictory. Therefore,
C(t) is 1.0 when there is no information about
the crowd performance regarding t, which hap-
pens when m+(t) and m−(t) are equal to zero.
C(t) = 1.0 indicates high contradiction, as speci-
fied in Equation 3.
Example 8 Assume that the triple pattern
t =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, ?producer) is executed
against the CKB from Example 4. When t is
executed against CKB+, only the triple t1 =
(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.9) matches
t, i.e., t1 = µ(t) and µ ∈ [[t]]CKB+ . Therefore,
m+(t) is equal to avg({{0.9}}), i.e., m+(t) = 0.90.
To compute m−(t) it is necessary to obtain
the triples in CKB− that contradict the triples
that match t in CKB+. In Example 8, it
is shown that t2 =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, :o,
0.06) and t3 =(dbr:Tower Heist, :p1, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.04)
contradict t1. Then, m−(t) is computed as
avg({{0.06, 0.04}}), i.e., m−(t) = 0.05. Finally,
the contradiction degree about producers of the
movie dbr:Tower Heist is 2 · 0.90·0.050.90+0.05 , i.e., C(t) = 0.094.
Contradiction values close to 0.0 indicate high




Statements for which members of CROWD has
declared to be unknowledgeable about are stored in
CKB∼. Given a triple pattern t, the unknownness
degree U(t) of t is computed as the average mem-
bership degree of triples that match t in CKB∼.
Formally, U(t) ([0.0; 1.0]) is computed as follows:
U(t) = m∼(t) (5)
With: m∼(t) = avg({{m(µ(t)) | µ ∈ [[t]]T∼}}) and
CKB∼ = (T∼,m).
When no triples in CKB∼= (T∼,m) match a
triple pattern t ([[t]]T∼ = ∅) then U(t) = 0.0, which
means that CROWD is knowledgeable w.r.t. t.
Example 9 Suppose that the triple pattern
t =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, ?producer) is executed
against the CKB from Example 4. The triple
(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, :o, 0.01) in CKB∼ matches
t. The crowd unknownness about the producers of
the movie dbr:Tower Heist is m∼(t) = avg({{0.01}}).
Then, the crowd unknownness for t is U(t) = 0.01.
In general, unknownness values close to 1.0 indi-
cate that CROWD has shown to be unknowledge-
able about the vetted fact. High uncertainty values
point that CROWD does not have the knowledge
to answer this question, and hence it is not useful
to assess this fact with the crowd any further.
7. Microtask Manager
The microtask manager creates human tasks
from triple patterns, submits them to the crowd-
sourcing platform, and gathers the crowd answers.
This component is composed of the user interface
generator and the microtask executor.
Table 1: Predicates dereferenced by the user interface
generator to build the HARE microtasks. Objects are
displayed using appropriate HTML tags.
Predicate Object Type HTML Tag
rdfs:label Literal <p>...</p>
rdfs:comment Literal <p>...</p>






7.1. User Interface Generator
The user interface generator receives as input the
triple patterns to be crowdsourced. This compo-
nent is able to generate interfaces for triple patterns
with at most one variable. In addition, this com-
ponent exploits the semantics of RDF resources in
triple patterns to build rich human-readable inter-
faces to RDF data. A HARE microtask created by
the user interface generator is defined as follows.
Definition 12 A microtask MT is a set of 2-
tuples (t, ht) where t is a triple pattern and ht cor-
responds to human readable information related to
t. The granularity of a microtask MT is denoted
|MT |, i.e., the number of triple patterns contained
in a single task.
The human-readable information ht is obtained
by the user interface generator by dereferencing
URIs in the triple pattern t. For example, a
HARE microtask displays “Tower Heist” obtained
via the rdfs:label, instead of showing the resource
URI http://dbpedia.org/resource/Tower Heist. However, dis-
playing only the labels of resources when gen-
erating user interfaces might generate ambiguity
and, in consequence, incorrect answers may be re-
trieved from the crowd. To illustrate, assume that
the different films dbr:Beauty and the Beast (1991 film) and
dbr:Beauty and the Beast (2017 film) have the label “The Beauty
and the Beast”.5 Consider now that the triple pattern
(dbr:Beauty and the Beast (2017 film), dbp:producer, ?o) is crowd-
sourced. Then, the user interface generator would
create a microtask that asks “What is the producer of The
Beauty and the Beast?”. In this case, the crowd could
interpret that question is referring to the film of
1991, which would be incorrect. This simple exam-
ple illustrates how using the value of only one prop-
erty to describe the resource may generate ambigu-
ity when contacting the crowd. In order to avoid
this, HARE exploits the semantic descriptions of
resources and includes further properties in the mi-
crotasks. The more properties to describe the re-
sources are included in the microtasks, the smaller
the probability that all the values of those proper-
ties are ambiguous.
5The values of rdfs:label of the resources in DBpedia are
directly extracted from the URIs (which unequivocally iden-
tifies a resource), therefore cases like the one in the example
are rare in DBpedia. This particularity, however, does not
necessarily hold for all datasets, making the values of rdfs:label
ambiguous. Furthermore, ambiguity may still arise in DB-
pedia if the property foaf:name is used instead.
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What is the country of   Madrid?
Search in Google:  Madrid
Short description:  "Madrid (English /məˈdrɪd/, Spanish: [maˈðɾið]) is the capital of Spain and its largest
city. The population of the city is roughly 3.3 million and the entire population of the Madrid metropolitan
area is calculated to be around 6.5 million. It is the third-largest city in the European Union, after London
and Berlin, and its metropolitan area is the third-largest in the European Union after London and Paris." 
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Search in Google:  Madrid (https://www.google.com/webhp?
sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&es_th=1&ie=UTF-
8#q=Madrid%20country)
Short description:  "Madrid (English /məˈdrɪd/, Spanish: [maˈðɾið]) is the capital of Spain and
its largest city. The population of the c ty is roughly 3.3 millio  and the entir  population of
the Madrid metropolitan area is calculated to be around 6.5 million. I  is the third-largest
city in the European Union, aft r Londo  and Berlin, and its metropolitan area is the third-




Does Madrid have a country?
Map data ©2015 GeoBasis-DE/BKG (©2009),
Google, Inst. Geogr. Nacional




 I don't know
Familiarity with the topic
1 2 3 4 5 6 7




(a) Microtask generated for
(?country, dbo:capital, dbr:Madrid).
What is the producer of   Tower Heist?
Search in Google:  Tower Heist
Short description:  Tower Heist is a 2011 heist comedy film directed by Brett Ratner and written by Ted
Griffin and Jeff Nathanson, based on a story by Bill Collage, Adam Cooper and Griffin. It was released on
November 2, 2011, in the United Kingdom, with a United States release following two days later. 
Wikipedia page: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tower_Heist
Picture:











(b) Microtask generated for
(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, ?producer).
What is the ICD of Carotid artery
dissection?
Search in Google:  Carotid artery dissection
Short description:  Carotid artery dissection is a separation of the layers of the artery wall supplying
oxygen-bearing blood to the head and brain, and is the most common cause of stroke in young adults. (In
vascular medicine, dissection is a blister-like de-lamination between the outer and inner walls of a vessel,
generally originating with a partial leak in the inner lining.) 
Wikipedia page: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carotid_artery_dissection 
Picture:












(c) Microtask generated for
(dbr:Carotid artery dissection, dbp:icd, ?icd).
Figure 4: HARE microtasks. The depicted interfaces are built exploiting the semantics of RDF resources from
different knowledge domains: (a) geography, (b) movies, and (c) life sciences. Predicates used to build each interface
are highlighted. The crowd selects “Yes” when the requested value exists, “No” when it does not exist, and “I don’t
know” when the existence of the value is unknown.
The user interface generator displays the val-
ues (if available) of different properties of RDF
resources (cf. Table 1) such as short descrip-
tion (via rdfs:comment), picture (via foaf:depiction),
geo-location depicted in a map (via geo:lat
and geo:long), and links to the homepage
(via foaf:homepage) and further documents (via
foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf). Providing details like these
in microtasks has also proven to assist the crowd
in providing right answers [6]. The object of the
different predicates are displayed using HTML tags
according to the object type. For instance, a picture
obtained via the foaf:depiction predicate is rendered
using the img HTML tag. Figure 4 depicts micro-
task interfaces generated for three triple patterns.
Table 1 lists the RDF predicates that are derefer-
enced to build the HARE microtask interfaces.
The HARE microtasks first enquire the crowd
about existence of a value for the triple pattern.
For instance, for the triple pattern t =(dbr:Madrid,
dbo:country, ?country) the task displays: “Does Madrid
have a country?”. We provide three possible an-
swers to this question: “Yes”, “No”, and “Un-
known”. For example, the answer “Yes” states that
there exists a value for the variable ?country, i.e., that
Madrid has a country; the answer “No” states that
Madrid has no country; and “Unknown” indicates
that the crowd does not know the answer. When
the answer is “Yes”, a second question requires the
crowd to provide values, e.g., “What is the country
of Madrid?”. The provided values are bindings of
the triple pattern variables – in our example, in-
stantiations of the variable ?country – which are used
to complete missing values in RDF datasets.
7.2. Microtask Executor
The microtask executor submits the human tasks
created by the user interface generator to the
crowdsourcing platform. Answers provided by
CROWD in each task are retrieved by the micro-
task executor and processed in order to update the
crowd knowledge bases (cf. Section 6) accordingly.
Definition 13 Let t be a triple pattern crowd-
sourced in a microtask MT . The crowd answer
of MT for t is a 3-tuple of the form (at, µt, Mt),
where at ∈ {“Yes”, “No”, “Unknown”} indicates
the existence of the value crowdsourced in t, µt is
the mapping of variables in t to RDF terms, and
Mt corresponds to metadata about the performance
of the crowd when assessing t. When at = “Yes”,
then µt(x) ∈ (U ∪ L), otherwise µt(x) ∈ B, for
all x ∈ vars(t). µt(t) is the triple obtained when
replacing all x ∈ dom(µt) in t by µt(x).
Example 10 Consider that the triple pattern
t =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, ?producer) is crowdsourced,
where CROWD is enquired to provide producers
for the movie dbr:Tower Heist. The crowd answer (i)
“Brian Grazer is a producer of Tower Heist” with
confidence 0.9 from Example 4 is retrieved by the
microtask executor as (“Yes”, {producer → dbr:Brian -
Grazer}, 0.9). Analogously, the crowd answer (iii)
“Tower Heist has no producers” with confidence
0.06 is modeled as (“No”, {producer → :o}, 0.06).
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In HARE crowd answers for a triple pattern t,
at indicates whether µt(t) provided by CROWD is
stored, i.e., either in CKB+, CKB−, or CKB∼.
The metadata Mt about the performance of the
crowd is used to compute the membership degree m
(cf. Definition 9) of the answer in CKB. In our im-
plementation, we utilized the worker’s trust value
directly provided by Crowdflower as the member-
ship degree m of a mapping µt(t). The microtask
executor processes the crowd answers and update
CKB as follows.
Definition 14 Given a crowd answer (at, µt,Mt)
of a microtask where triple pattern t is crowd-
sourced. Let CKB = (CKB+, CKB−, CKB∼)
be the crowd knowledge. The value of at deter-
mines the crowd knowledge base to be up-
dated: “Yes”  CKB+, “No”  CKB−, and
“Unknown”  CKB∼. Let (T,m) be the crowd
knowledge base selected according to at. Consider
t′ the triple pattern obtained by replacing all RDF
blank nodes in µt(t) by fresh variables. The update
of (T,m) considers the following two cases:
• If there are triples in T that match t′ ([[t′]]T 6=
∅), then the membership degree of each solution
of [[t′]]T is updated as follows:
∀µ ∈ [[t′]]T ,m(µ(t)) := max(m(µ(t)),Mt)
• Otherwise, if there are no matches ([[t′]]T = ∅),
then µt(t) is added to T and annotated with the
membership degree m as follows:
T := T ∪ {µt(t)}, m(µt(t)) := Mt
Example 11 Assume that CKB contains the
triples shown in Example 4. Consider that the
triple pattern t =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, ?producer) is
crowdsourced and one of the answers provided by
CROWD is (“Yes”, {producer → dbr:Kim Roth}, 0.85).
In this case, the triple pattern t′ =(dbr:Tower Heist,
dbp:producer, dbr:Kim Roth) is evaluated against the triples
stored in CKB+. Since no triples in CKB+ match
t′, the triple (dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, dbr:Kim Roth) pro-
vided by CROWD is considered new and added to
CKB+ with membership degree equal to 0.85. Now
consider that another answer (“No”, {producer→ :o1},
0.05) is provided by CROWD, i.e., µt(t) = (dbr:Tower -
Heist, dbp:producer, :o1). Therefore, the triple pattern
t′ = (dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, ?o) is built by replac-
ing the blank node :o1 by the variable ?o and ex-
ecuted against the triples in CKB−. Given that
Algorithm 1: HARE BGP Optimizer
Input: A BGP B of a SPARQL query Q.
Output: A plan query TQ, a decomposition (SBD,
SBCROWD).
1 SBD = ∅, SBCROWD = ∅
// Partition triple patterns and get multiplicity
2 for tpi ∈ B do
3 if |vars(tpi)| > 1 // Triple patterns with one
constant
4 then
5 SBCROWD = SBCROWD ∪ {tpi}
6 else
7 SBD = SBD ∪ {tpi}
8 tpi.m = MD(tpi)
// Phase 1: Order patterns in SBD such that
tp′i.m ≤ tp′i+1.m
9 S = 〈tp′1, tp′2, ..., tp′k〉
// Build bushy star-shaped groups (SSGs)
10 while exists si, sj in S such that
|vars(si) ∩ vars(sj)| = 1 do
11 Select si, sj in S with lowest values i, j
12 S = S.append((si onSHJ sj))
13 S.remove(si)
14 S.remove(sj)
// Phase 2: Build hybrid SSGs adding triples from
SBCROWD
15 for tpi ∈ SBCROWD do
16 Select s from S such that |vars(s) ∩ vars(tpi)| = 1
17 s = (s onNL tpi)
// Phase 3: Join hybrid SSGs in bushy trees
18 TB = set(S)
19 do
20 T ′B = TB
21 Select si, sj from TB such that
vars(si) ∩ vars(sj) 6= ∅
22 TB = TB ∪ {(si onSHJ sj)} − {si, sj}
23 while T ′B 6= TB
// Phase 4: Place Cartesian products among hybrid SSGs
24 while TB > 1 do
25 Select si, sj with si 6= sj from TB
26 TB = TB ∪ {(si onSHJ sj)} − {si, sj}
27 return TB , (SBD, SBCROWD)
CKB− contains t1 =(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, :o,
0.06), there is a match for t′; thus, no triples are
added to CKB− but the membership of t1 is up-
dated as max(0.05, 0.06) = 0.06.
8. Query Optimizer
The HARE optimizer devises physical plans that
can be executed efficiently. Given a SPARQL
query Q, the HARE optimizer reorders the triple
patterns within BGPs, respecting the ordering of
Union, Optional, and Filter operators speci-
fied in Q. Triple patterns from Q are grouped
into hybrid star-shaped groups; star-shaped groups
(SSGs) share exactly one variable [34] and contain
triple patterns that are executed against the dataset
D and against CROWD. Then, hybrid stars are
combined in a bushy tree plan. Both star-shaped
queries and bushy plans have proven to reduce the
size of intermediate results [34], which reduces the
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    SELECT ?movie ?producer WHERE { 
t1   ?movie rdf:type schema.org:Movie . 
t2   ?movie dbp:producer ?producer . 
t3   ?movie dct:subject dbc:Universal_Pictures_films . 
t4   ?movie dct:subject dbc:Films_shot_in_New_York_City . 
t5   ?movie dbp:country ‘‘United States’’@en . } 
(a) Query to select movies and producers of movies
filmed in New York City by Universal Pictures. This



























(b) Hybrid SSG for BGP B around
?movie. Nodes correspond to terms in
subject or object position. Filled nodes
are constants.
{ ({movie à dbr:Tower_Heist}, 1.0),  
  ({movie à dbr_The_Wolf_of_Wall_Street}, 1.0), 
  ({movie à The_Sleeping_City}, 1.0),  
  ({movie à dbr:The_Interpreter}, 1.0), 
  ({movie à dbr:Legal_Eagles}, 1.0), …} 













Symmetric Hash Join 
Nested Loop Join 
(c) A physical plan TB , partitions
SBD and SBCROWD for B. Results
(Ω̂, m̂) obtained when executing
sub-plan against D.
Figure 5: Example of HARE query optimization. (a) SPARQL query from running example. (b) Hybrid Star-Shaped
Group (SSG) of the BGP contained in the query. (c) Query plan against DBpedia and CROWD .
number of questions posed to CROWD. The pro-
posed HARE optimizer extends the optimization
techniques of nLDE [5], by generating hybrid SSGs
and grouping them in bushy trees, instead of group-
ing SSGs in left-linear plans.
Given a SPARQL query Q, the HARE opti-
mizer processes each BGP B contained in Q in four
phases, as shown in Algorithm 1. First, the opti-
mizer decomposes each BGP B into two partitions:
SBD comprises triple patterns executed against the
dataset D, and SBCROWD contains triple patterns
that may be crowdsourced. To build SBD and
SBCROWD , the optimizer follows the intuition that
the evaluation of triple patterns with few bound
arguments (i.e., triple patterns with several vari-
able) will generate mappings that may yield missing
values. In this way, the optimizer generates a de-
composition that increases the chances of complet-
ing the query answers when contacting the crowd.
Therefore, the optimizer implements the following
heuristic: triple patterns where only the subject,
predicate, or object is bound to a constant are
added to SBCROWD for resorting to the crowd the
completion of missing values. The other triple pat-
terns are annotated with their multiplicity MD and
added to SBD. Given a triple pattern t = (s, p, o),
MD is obtained as follows:
if vars(t) = {s}, then MSD(o|p),
if vars(t) = {o}, then MOD(s|p),
if vars(t) = {p}, then MPD(s|o).
For example, consider the query from Fig-
ure 5a, composed of one BGP B with five triple
patterns t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5. The opti-
mizer starts by computing MD for each triple
pattern and building the partitions SBD and
SBCROWD (lines 2-8, Algorithm 1). For instance,
t1 = (?movie, rdf:type, schema.org:Movie) is added to SBD
and annotated with the corresponding multiplic-
ity MD(t1) = 90, 063. Analogously, the triple pat-
tern t2 = (?movie, dbp:producer, ?producer) is processed and
added to SBCROWD. After all patterns are pro-
cessed, it is obtained that SBD = {t1, t3, t4, t5}
and SBCROWD = {t2}. Then, triple patterns
in SBD are ordered (line 9) according to their
multiplicity values. In our example, the result is
S = 〈t3, t4, t5, t1〉. Ordering triple patterns by their
multiplicity allows for grouping in stars the most
selective patterns, and consequentially, evaluating
selective patterns first during query execution.
In phase 1, Algorithm 1 proceeds to build SSGs
with patterns in S (lines 10-14); patterns are
combined using Symmetric Hash Join operators
(onSHJ), to evaluate them against the dataset D si-
multaneously. Following our running example, the
optimizer first joins t3 and t4 since they share ex-
actly one variable (?movie) and add this sub-plan
to S, i.e., S = 〈t5, t1, (t3 onSHJ t4)〉. In a sec-
ond iteration, the algorithm joins t5 and t1, hence,
S = 〈(t3 onSHJ t4), (t5 onSHJ t1)〉. Sub-plans
(t3 onSHJ t4) and (t5 onSHJ t1) in S are joined
in a subsequent iteration, since triple patterns t3,
t4, t5, and t1 share the variable ?movie.6 At this
point, S contains one SSG combined in the bushy
tree ((t3 onSHJ t4) onSHJ (t5 onSHJ t1)).
In the second phase, Algorithm 1 builds hybrid
SSGs by combining bushy trees in S with triple pat-
terns in SBCROWD (lines 15-17). In this phase, the
optimizer places Nested Loop Join operators (onNL)
such that intermediate results produced by bushy
tree plans are used to instantiate triple patterns in
6In Algorithm 1, the variables of a sub-plan si, i.e.,
vars(si), are defined as the union of the variables of triple













Symmetric Hash Join 
Nested Loop Join 
Figure 6: HARE optimizer: Phases 3 and 4. Bushy tree
plan for four hybrid SSGs hs1, hs2, hs3, hs4.
SBCROWD. In our example, the bushy tree sub-
plan ((t3 onSHJ t4) onSHJ (t5 onSHJ t1)) is joined
with the triple pattern t2 in SBCROWD, producing
the hybrid SSG depicted in Figure 5b.
In phases 3 and 4 of Algorithm 1, the optimizer
combines the hybrid SSGs built in the previous
phase in bushy trees using Symmetric Hash Joins.
Figure 6 depicts four hybrid SSGs which are com-
bined in a bushy tree plan in phases 4 and 5. In
our running example, these phases are not executed
since the query from Figure 5a only has one SSG.
The outcome of Algorithm 1 for the BGP in the
SPARQL query from Figure 5a is the plan TB and
partition (SBD, SBCROWD) depicted in Figure 5c.
9. Query Engine
The HARE query engine gathers information
from LOD datasets, its crowd knowledge bases
containing curated results of prior crowdsourced
tasks, and the crowd itself. Because RDF data
collected from the crowd knowledge bases and the
crowd is not necessarily precise, our approach uses
fuzzy RDF to capture multiple degrees of vagueness
and imprecision when combining data from crowd-
based sources. We have extended the semantics of
SPARQL queries in a way that correct data from
LOD datasets and vague data from crowd knowl-
edge bases can be merged during SPARQL query
processing. Specifically, we extend the set-based
SPARQL semantics to model degrees of member-
ship of a mapping to the evaluation of a SPARQL
expression. This is different from prior related work
[9, 16, 32, 36] which, in addition to providing a new
fuzzy semantics for SPARQL, extend the language
itself to represent fuzzy queries. In HARE, users do
not need to be aware of vagueness, and continue to
specify queries using SPARQL. When some form of
crowd knowledge is required to complete the query
answer, the proposed SPARQL semantics will allow
for representing the degree of imprecision or vague-
ness that the corresponding mapping belongs to the
answer.
Definition 15 Let M be the universe of all
SPARQL mappings [30]. A SPARQL mapping
fuzzy set is a tuple (Ω̂, m̂), where Ω̂ is a mapping
set and m̂ : M → (0.0; 1.0] is a partial function
with respect to M such that m̂(µ) is defined for all
µ ∈ Ω̂. Given µ ∈ Ω̂, we refer to m̂(µ) as the mem-
bership degree of µ to Ω̂.
Definition 16 Let F := (Ω, m̂), Fl := (Ωl, m̂l),
Fr := (Ωr, m̂r) be mapping fuzzy-sets, S ⊂ V a
finite set of variables, and R be a filter condition.
The expression of SPARQL fuzzy set algebraic
operations are as follows:
Fl on Fr := (Ω̂, m̂′), where :




(m̂l(µl)⊗ m̂r(µr)) for all µ ∈ Ω̂.
Fl ∪ Fr := (Ω̂, m̂′), where:
Ω̂ := {µlr | µlr ∈ Ωl or µlr ∈ Ωr},
m̂′(µ) := m̂l(µ)⊕ m̂r(µ) for all µ ∈ Ω̂.
Fl \ Fr := (Ω̂, m̂′), where:
Ω̂ := {µl ∈ Ωl | for all µr ∈ Ωr : µl  µr},
m̂′(µ) := m̂l(µ) for all µ ∈ Ω̂.
Fl on Fr := (Fl on Fr) ∪ (Fl \ Fr)
πS(F ) := (Ω̂, m̂
′), where:
Ω̂ := {µ1 | ∃µ2 : µ1 ∪ µ2 ∈ Ω ∧




for all µ ∈ Ω̂.
σR(F ) := (Ω̂,m
′), where:
Ω̂ := {µ ∈ Ω | µ |= R}, and
m̂′(µ) := m̂(µ) for all µ ∈ Ω̂.
Where |= refers to built-in boolean functions de-
fined in [27], and the operators ⊗ and ⊕ correspond
to t-norms and t-conorms, respectively, such that





0≤i≤n ai := a0 ⊕ (
⊕
0<i≤n ai)
In HARE,⊗ and⊕ correspond to the conjunction
and disjunction operators from Gödel logic:
a⊗ b := min(a, b)
a⊕ b := max(a, b)
In the following, the proposed fuzzy set semantics
of SPARQL is defined. This semantics make use of
the algebra operators from Definition 16.
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Definition 17 Let D = (T,m) be a fuzzy RDF
dataset, t a triple pattern, and Q, Q1, Q2 SPARQL
expressions, R a filter condition, and S ⊂ V a fi-
nite set of variables. Let [[·]]FD be a function that
translates SPARQL expressions into SPARQL
fuzzy set algebra operators as follows:
[[t]]FD := (Ω̂, m̂), where:
Ω̂ := {µ | dom(µ) = vars(t) and µ(t) ∈ T},
























Example 12 Let D = (T,m) be a fuzzy RDF
dataset. Consider a SPARQL expression Q that
retrieves from D resources with producers and di-
rectors, as follows: Q = (t1 And t2), where
t1 = (?r, dbp:producer, ?p) and t2 = (?r, dbp:director, ?d).
The expression Q is then evaluated against D using









mapping-fuzzy sets (Ω̂1, m̂1) and (Ω̂2, m̂2), respec-
tively, as follows:7
(Ω̂1, m̂1) = {
µ1 = {r → dbr:Six Weeks, p → dbr:Jon Peters, m̂1 = 0.80},
µ2 = {r → dbr:Tower Heist, p → dbr:Kim Roth, m̂2 = 0.90}}
(Ω̂2, m̂2) = {
µ3 = {r → dbr:Six Weeks, d → dbr:Toni Bill, m̂2 = 0.90}}
We denote (Ω̂, m̂) the result of combining (Ω̂1, m̂2)
and (Ω̂r, m̂r) with the on operator according to Def-
inition 16. To illustrate the evaluation of the on
operator, first we look at the compatible mappings
from Ω̂1 and Ω̂2. For instance, the mappings µ1
and µ3 are compatible, since µ1(r) = µ3(r) which
is dbr:Six Weeks, and r is the only variable they share.
The compatible mappings are then combined:
µ4 = µ1 ∪ µ2
= {r → dbr:Six Weeks, p → dbr:Jon Peters, d → dbr:Toni Bill }
Then, following Definition 16, m̂ is computed for
the combined mapping µ4. In this case, m̂(µ4) is
simply computed as:
7For the sake of readability, the values of m̂1 and m̂2 are
presented inside of each solution mapping.
Algorithm 2: HARE BGP Executor
Input: A BGP B, an RDF dataset D, a crowd knowledge
CKB, and threshold τ .
Output: The fuzzy result set (Ω̂, m̂).
// 1. Get query plan and decomposition (Algorithm 1)
1 TB , (SBD, SBCROWD) = hareOptimizer(B)
// 2. Evaluate bushy-tree plan TB |SBD against D
2 Ω̂ = [[TB |SBD]]D, and m̂(µ) = 1.0 for all µ ∈ Ω̂
// 3. Evaluate triple patterns in TB |SBCROWD
3 for tCROWD ∈ TB |SBCROWD do
4 for µ ∈ Ω̂ do
5 t = µ(tCROWD)
6 if Comp(t) < 1.0 then
7 if PCROWD(t) > τ then
8 Invoke Microtask Manager with t
9 Ω̂1 = [[t]]D, and m̂1(µ
′) = 1.0 for all µ′ ∈ Ω̂1
10 (Ω̂2, m̂2) = [[t]]
F
CKB+
11 (Ω̂, m̂) = (Ω̂, m̂) on ((Ω̂1, m̂1) ∪ (Ω̂2, m̂2))
12 return (Ω̂, m̂)
m̂(µ4) = m̂1(µ1)⊗ m̂2(µ2)
= min(0.80, 0.90) = 0.80
Finally, the mapping-fuzzy set (Ω̂, m̂) := [[Q]]FD is:
(Ω̂, m̂) = {
{r → dbr:Six Weeks, p → dbr:Jon Peters, d → dbr:Toni Bill, m̂ = 0.80}}.
Theorem 2 Given Q a SPARQL expression, D
an RDF dataset, and D̂ = (D,m) a fuzzy RDF




Then, Ω = Ω̂.
The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Appendix
A. Theorem 2 states that the mapping set obtained
when evaluating queries under set semantics is the
same as when the evaluation is carried under fuzzy
set semantics. Therefore, we can confirm that the
same complexity results of Evaluation [27, 30]
apply when computing the solution mappings of
queries under the proposed fuzzy set semantics.
Corollary 1 The complexity of computing the
mapping set of a SPARQL query under fuzzy set
semantics is the same as when it is computed un-
der set semantics.
For the HARE query engine, we propose an effi-
cient algorithm (Algorithm 2) that executes BGPs
of SPARQL queries under fuzzy set semantics.
During query execution, the algorithm combines
data from an RDF dataset D and a crowd knowl-
edge base CKB that contains fuzzy sets of RDF
data. In HARE, all triples in D are assumed to
have membership degree equal to 1.0, since they are
assumed to be correct. Algorithm 2 receives a plan
TB , a decomposition SBD and SBCROWD , and a
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threshold τ , provided by the user. The output of
Algorithm 2 is a set of mappings (Ω̂, m̂) that corre-
sponds to the solution of BGP B. HARE physical
join operators are implemented as extensions of the
agjoin and anjoin [3] to process fuzzy RDF data.
Algorithm 2 first invokes (line 1) the HARE op-
timizer (cf. Section 8) to obtain query plan TB
and a decomposition SBD and SBCROWD as ex-
plained in . Sub-queries in TB that are part of
SBD (denoted TB |SBD) are executed against the
dataset (Algorithm 2, line 2). Then, for each
triple pattern tCROWD in the plan that belongs
to the partition SBCROWD, denoted TB |SBCROWD
(line 3), the algorithm checks whether the evalua-
tion of tCROWD instantiated with mappings µ in Ω̂
(t = µ(tCROWD)) yields incomplete results. To do
this, Algorithm 2 considers the completeness model
and knowledge captured from the crowd (line 6).
When the evaluation of t leads to incomplete an-
swers, Algorithm 2 verifies if the crowd can pro-
vide the missing mappings (line 7). The probabil-
ity of crowdsourcing the evaluation of t, denoted by
PCROWD(t), is computed with the following formula:
PCROWD(t) = α · (1− Comp(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Estimated incompleteness
+
(1− α) · ⊥(⊥(m+(t),m−(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Crowd confidence





• α ∈ [0.0, 1.0] is a score to weight the impor-
tance of the dataset completeness versus the
crowd knowledge;
• Comp(t) estimates the completeness of re-
sources as of Definition 8 and Definition 10.
Let t = (s, p, o), Comp(t) is as follows:
if vars(t) = {s}, then CompSD(o|p) +
CompSCKB(o|p), if vars(t) = {o}, then
CompOD(s|p)+CompOCKB(s|p), if vars(t) =
{p}, then CompPD(s|o) + CompPCKB(s|o);
• m+(t) and m−(t) are the average membership
degrees of t in CKB+ and CKB− as defined
in Equation 4;
• C(t) and U(t) correspond to contradiction (cf.
Equation 3) and unknownness (cf. Equation 5)
levels exhibited by the crowd, respectively;
• > is a T-norm and ⊥ a T-conorm to com-
bine the values of crowd confidence and crowd
reliability. We compute > as the Gödel T-
norm, also called Minimum T-norm, which rep-
resents a weak conjunction of fuzzy sets. Anal-
ogously, ⊥ is computed with the Maximum
T-conorm, which represents a weak disjunc-
tion of fuzzy sets. HARE aims at crowdsourc-
ing triple patterns where CROWD exhibits: i)
high confidence values in positive or negative
facts, i.e., ⊥(m+(t),m−(t)); or ii) high lev-
els of contradiction but low unknownness, i.e.,
>(C(t), 1− U(t)).
If PCROWD(t) > τ holds, the engine invokes the mi-
crotask manager (cf. Section 7). Algorithm 2 ter-
minates when all intermediate results are processed.
We illustrate the execution of Algorithm 2 by eval-
uating the BGP B in query from Figure 5a against
the DBpedia dataset D (partially depicted in Fig-
ure 3), where AMPD(schema.org:Movie | dbp:producer) is
3, τ = 0.60, and α = 0.50. The plan TB with
intermediate results Ω̂ of SBD are shown in Fig-
ure 5c. Triples previously collected from CROWD
are shown below. For each mapping µ ∈ Ω̂, Algo-
rithm 2 (lines 4-8) proceeds as follows.
CKB+:
(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.90)
(dbr:The Wolf of Wall Street, dbp:producer, dbr:Leonardo DiCaprio,
0.98)
(dbr:The Sleeping City, dbp:producer, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.12)
CKB−:
(dbr:Tower Heist, :p1, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.04)
(dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, :o, 0.06)
CKB∼:
(dbr:Tower Heist, :p2, dbr:Brian Grazer, 0.01)
Iteration 1: An element of Ω̂ is selected,
µ={movie → dbr:Tower Heist}. The algorithm processes
the triple pattern t1 = (dbr:Tower Heist, dbp:producer, ?pro-
ducer), which is the result of instantiating µ in t.
Given that MOD(dbr:Tower Heist | dbp:producer) = 0 (see
Figure 3) and MOCKB(dbr:Tower Heist | dbp:producer) =
1, then Comp(t1) = 0.33. Algorithm 2 computes
the probability of crowdsourcing the triple pattern
t1 (line 7). The crowd knowledge bases CKB
+,
CKB−, CKB∼ have information about this triple
pattern. As shown in Example 8 and Example 9,
C(t1) = 0.094 and U(t1) = 0.01. The result of
Equation 6 is PCROWD(t1) = 0.78, which is higher
than τ = 0.60, hence t1 is crowdsourced.
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Iteration 2: The next instance processed
is µ={movie → dbr:The Wolf of Wall Street}. Assume
that D has no producers for dbr:The Wolf of Wall -
Street. According to CKB+, the multiplicity of
this RDF resource for the property dbp:producer
is MOCKB(dbr:The Wolf of Wall Street | dbp:producer) = 1.
The estimated completeness of this resource
is 0.33<1 (Algorithm 2, line 6). There-
fore the probability of crowdsourcing the pat-
tern t2=(dbr:The Wolf of Wall Street, dbp:producer, ?producer) is
computed. Only CKB+ contains triples associated
with t3, therefore m
+(t2) = 0.98, while m
−(t2) = 0
and m∼(t2) = 0. Values of contradiction and un-
knownness are both zero for t2. Lastly, the result
of applying Equation 6 is PCROWD(t2) = 0.82, which
is higher than τ = 0.60, and t2 is crowdsourced.
Iteration 3: The next element from Ω̂ is
µ={movie → dbr:The Sleeping City}. Assume that
D has no producers for the movie dbr:The -
Sleeping City, however, the multiplicity in CKB
is MOCKB(dbr:The Sleeping City | dbp:producer) = 1.
The estimated completeness is in this
case 0.33, then the algorithm processes
t3=(dbr:The Sleeping City, dbp:producer, ?producer). In this
case, m+(t3) = 0.12, m
−(t3) = 0, m∼(t3) = 0.
Values of contradiction and unknownness are
both zero for t3. Lastly, the result of applying
Equation 6 is PCROWD(t3) = 0.39, which is lower
than τ = 0.60, and t3 is not crowdsourced.
Iteration 4: In this iteration, the algo-
rithm processes µ={movie → dbr:The Interpreter}. Ac-
cording to Figure 3, the multiplicity value is
MOD(dbr:The Interpreter | dbp:producer) = 3. In this case,
Comp(dbr:The Interpreter | dbp:producer) is 1.0 (line 6, Al-
gorithm 2), then, this instance is not crowdsourced.
Note that the triple patterns t2 and t3 – processed
in iterations 2 and 3 – share several commonalities:
Comp(t2) = Comp(t3) = 0.33, m
−(t2) = m−(t3) =
0, m∼(t2) = m∼(t3) = 0, C(t2) = C(t3) = 0, and
U(t2) = U(t3) = 0. However, t2 is submitted to
the crowd, while t3 is not crowdsourced. The rea-
son for this is that CROWD exhibited low con-
fidence when assessing dbr:The Sleeping City, therefore
subsequent questions like t3 about this resource are
not posed against the crowd (for τ = 0.60). On the
contrary, since CROWD showed high confidence for
dbr:The Wolf of Wall Street, then t2 is crowdsourced. This
illustrates the importance of taking into considera-
tion the crowd confidence in Equation 6.
The configuration of the parameter τ allows for
specifying the estimated completeness of the query
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Figure 7: Effect of τ on the number of crowdsourced
triple patterns. (a) Example of an RDF graph. (b)
Distribution of values MOD(s|p) for each node in (a).
When τ = 0.80, only the pattern (s5,p,?o) is crowd-
sourced. When τ = 0.60, patterns with predicate p
and subjects s3, s4, s5 are crowdsourced.
shown in Figure 7 and α = 1. Figure 7a depicts an
RDF graph, where nodes are linked via the pred-
icate p. Figure 7b presents the distribution of the
multiplicity MOD for nodes s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5.
Whenever a user specifies τ = 0.80, HARE crowd-
sources triple patterns whose estimated incomplete-
ness is higher than 0.80, i.e., only the triple pattern
(s5, p, ?o) is posed to the crowd. If τ = 0.60, then
(s3, p, ?o), (s4, p, ?o), and (s5, p, ?o) are crowdsourced,
since their estimated incompleteness are 0.80, 0.80,
and 1.0, respectively. The higher the value of τ , the
lower the number of crowdsourced triple patterns.
Finally, Algorithm 2 combines in line 11 the map-
pings obtained from D (line 9) and mappings re-
trieved from the crowd stored in CKB+ (line 10).
The outcome of Algorithm 2 corresponds to the set
of solutions (Ω̂, m̂) of a BGP in Q, where each so-
lution mapping is annotated with the membership
degree m̂ to Ω̂. Lastly, the HARE engine evalu-
ates the rest of the operators in Q as specified in
Definition 17.
The HARE engine does not increase the com-
plexity of computing the result set of a SPARQL
query Q. Note that, in comparison with a tra-
ditional SPARQL engine where a query is eval-
uated against an RDF dataset D, the HARE
engine extends the evaluation of BGPs to in-
corporate the answers from the crowd, i.e., the
query is evaluated using D ∪ CKB. For-
mally, consider the SPARQL Evaluation prob-
lem [27, 30], we define the associated evaluation
problem of executing a query against an RDF
dataset D and the crowd knowledge base CKB,
denoted by EvaluationCROWD(µ,D,CKB, Q).
EvaluationCROWD is the problem of deciding if
a mapping µ ∈ Ω̂, where (Ω̂, m̂) is computed by Al-
gorithm 2 if Q is an expression composed of a triple
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pattern or And operators (Q is a BGP); otherwise
(Ω̂, m̂) is the result set of [[Q]]F
D̂
as in Definition 17
with D̂ = (D,m) and m = 1.0 for all t ∈ D.
Theorem 3 The EvaluationCROWD problem is
in (1) PTime for expressions constructed using
only And and Filter; (2) NP-complete for expres-
sions constructed using And, Filter, and Union;
(3) PSpace-complete for graph pattern expressions.
Appendix B presents the proof of Theorem 3.
With this theorem we have formally answered RQ1,
i.e., portions of SPARQL queries can be completed
without incurring additional time complexity. For
answering RQ2 and RQ3 we have conducted an em-
pirical study presented in the following section.
10. Experimental Study
Query Benchmark: We designed a benchmark
of 50 queries8 by analyzing triple patterns answer-
able by the DBpedia dataset (version 2014). We
chose queries that do not return all possible results
due to incomplete portions of DBpedia. The bench-
mark includes five categories with 10 queries each to
study the crowd behavior across different domains:
Sports, Music, Life Sciences, Movies, and History.
Queries have between 3 and 6 triple patterns. The
total number of query answers produced by DBpe-
dia per knowledge domain is as follows:
Sports Music Life Sci. Movies History
125 116 304 1972 1299
We built a gold standard D∗ of missing answers by
removing portions of the dataset. Depending on
the query, the gold standard contains between 8%
and 97% of the query answer.
Implementation: HARE is implemented in
Python 2.7.6. and CrowdFlower is used as the
crowdsourcing platform. Initially, CKB is empty
therefore we configure α = 1.0 to consider only
the completeness of the dataset. We implemented
two variants of our approach which generate differ-
ent microtasks: HARE that exploits the semantics
of RDF resources as described in Section 7.1, and
HARE-BL is a baseline approach that simply sub-
stitutes URIs with labels in the microtasks.
Crowdsourcing Configurations: i) Task gran-




























Figure 8: Per knowledge domain, number of crowd-
sourced triple patterns by HARE for different τ val-
ues. Benchmark queries produce different number of
intermediate results across the domains which directly
impacts on the number of crowdsourced triple patterns.
In all domains, the number of crowdsourced triple pat-
terns with τ=1.00 is zero; this corresponds to automatic
query execution without crowdsourcing.
four RDF triples per task. ii) Payments: The mon-
etary reward was 0.07 US dollars per task. iii) Judg-
ments: We collected at least three answers per task.
iv) Gold Units (GU): GUs are verification ques-
tions to filter low-quality answers. In this work,
the GUs were generated from the gold standard.
The GU distribution was set to 10:90, i.e., for each
100 triples in the gold standard, 10 were GUs.
10.1. HARE Crowdsourcing Capabilities
We executed the benchmark queries with HARE
to study its crowdsourcing capabilities. Given that
CKB is initially empty, HARE solely relies on the
estimated local incompleteness (computed by the
completeness model) and the quality threshold τ
(specified by the user) to submit a triple pattern
to the crowd. We, therefore, measure the number
of triple patterns that are crowdsourced when exe-
cuting the benchmark queries with HARE for dif-
ferent values of the threshold τ . Figure 8 reports
on these results aggregated per knowledge domain.
It can be observed in Figure 8 that the number
of crowdsourcing triple patterns differ per knowl-
edge domain. In certain domains (such as History
and Movies) the benchmark queries produce a large
amount of results withe respect to queries for other
domains. Figure 8 shows that in domains where
queries produce large amount of results, HARE –
based on the estimations of the completeness model
– also crowdsources a large number of triple pat-






























Figure 9: Per knowledge domain, effectiveness of the
HARE completeness model with respect to the heuris-
tics of the HARE optimizer. For τ>0.0, the complete-
ness model is able to reduce the number of triple pat-
terns to crowdsource in comparison to the optimizer.
of τ impacts the number of crowdsourced triple pat-
terns. The higher the value of τ the lower is the re-
quested completeness of the answer. As expected,
the number of crowdsourced patterns decreases as
the values of τ increases. When τ = 1.00, no pat-
terns are crowdsourced; this represents the case
when query execution is carried out only against
the dataset without invoking the crowd.
We now measure the effectiveness of the HARE
completeness model in comparison to the simple
heuristics of the HARE optimizer to identify miss-
ing values. In HARE, the optimizer considers
the number of variables in triple patterns to de-
cide which triple patterns should be crowdsourced
during query execution. Since the optimizer does
not take into consideration the completeness of re-
sources, relying only on the optimizer could lead
to submiting to the crowd large amount of unnec-
essary questions. To overcome this, HARE relies
on the completeness model to decide which of the
triple patterns identified by the optimizer are posed
to the crowd. Based on the triple patterns iden-
tified by the heuristic of the optimizer, we mea-
sure the percentage of those triple patterns that
are crowdsourced by HARE during query execu-
tion. Figure 9 presents these results. Note that
τ = 0.0 emulates the case in which HARE crowd-
sources the triple patterns following the heuristics
of the optimizer, without considering the complete-
ness model. For cases τ > 0.0, the HARE engine
relies on both the optimizer and the completeness
model. We can observe in Figure 9 that when























Figure 10: Per knowledge domain, upper bound of False
Discovery Rate (FDR) achieved by HARE for different
values of τ . A low number of FDR indicates that HARE
crowdsources a low number of false positives. FDR is
impacted by the number of query answers and τ .
patterns identified by the optimizer, as expected.
Furthermore, for τ ≥ 0.50, the completeness model
is able to prune the triple patterns to submit to
the crowd. In particular, in domains where the
benchmark queries produce a large number of in-
termediate results, the completeness model reduces
the number of crowdsourced triple patterns consid-
erably. This can be observed, for example, in the
domains History and Movies with τ = 0.75, where
the completeness model crowdsources around 52%
and 14% (respectively) of the triple patterns.
Lastly, we contrast the number of missing val-
ues in the dataset and the number of crowdsourced
triple patterns by HARE. In this setting, we de-
fine a false positive as a crowdsourced triple pat-
tern for which the dataset produces at least one
answer, i.e., the queried value is not completely
missing in the dataset. This represents an upper
bound of the number false positives produced by
HARE.9 We then measure the false discovery rate
9Note that, in practice, there might be real missing val-
ues that can be considered false positives with the given
definition. For example, consider the movie dbr:Beauty and -
the Beast (2017 film). According to Wikipedia (As of June 1
2017), the infobox of this movie shows that the attribute
“Screenplay by” has two values: Stephen Chbosky and Evan
Spiliotopoulos. However, according to DBpedia (as of June
1 2017), for the property dbp:screenplay the movie only has
one value: dbr:Stephen Chbosky. For some given τ , HARE may
crowdsource the triple pattern (dbr:Beauty and the Beast (2017 -
film), dbp:screenplay, ?x). As of our definition of false positives,
crowdsourcing this triple pattern is a false positive, because
the dataset produces one answer (dbr:Stephen Chbosky). How-
ever, in reality, this triple pattern is not a false positive be-
cause the value of dbr:Evan Spiliotopoulos is actually missing.
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Table 2: Results when executing the benchmark with HARE-BL and HARE. Total number of crowdsourced triple
patterns with each approach and answers retrieved from the crowd. Average and standard deviation of crowd workers’
confidence as reported by CrowdFlower.
Knowledge # Triples # Crowd HARE-BL Worker HARE Worker
Domain to Crowd Answers Confidence Confidence
Sports 69 376 0.93± 0.06 0.94± 0.06
Music 71 375 0.94± 0.06 0.95± 0.07
Life Sciences 82 460 0.90± 0.09 0.92± 0.07
Movies 120 1, 035 0.88± 0.10 0.94± 0.06
History 160 917 0.90± 0.08 0.93± 0.07
Total 502 3,163 – –
(FDR) defined as the number of false positives di-
vided by the total number of crowdsourced triple
patterns (which includes true positives and false
positives). If the number of crowdsourced triple
patterns is zero, then FDR is reported as zero. Fig-
ure 10 shows the FDR values achieved by HARE in
different knowledge domains while varying τ . First,
we can observe that FDR is impacted by both the
number of answers produced by the queries and
τ . In general, for knowledge domains where the
queries produce a large number of results, FDR is
high. For example, in queries about History and
Movies, around 87% and 95% of the crowdsourced
triple patterns correspond to false positives (as of
our definition) for τ = 0.0. Recall that τ = 0.0 em-
ulates the case in which HARE crowdsources the
triple patterns following only the heuristics of the
optimizer. This result indicates that solely rely-
ing on the simple heuristics of the optimizer is not
enough to avoid crowdsourcing unnecessary triple
patterns (false positives). Furthermore, for τ > 0.0,
the HARE engine also considers the completeness
model. In these cases, we observe that FDR de-
creases while the values of τ increases, in particular
for τ > 0.50. These results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the HARE completeness model.
10.2. Size of Query Answer
In this section, we compare the number of
query answers obtained when the query is executed
against the DBpedia dataset (|[[Q]]D|) and with
HARE, which combines results from the dataset
and CROWD (|[[Q]]CROWDD |). For each benchmark
query, we crowdsourced a random sample of triple
patterns. The size of each sample is proportional
to the percentage of missing values for which we
the answers exist in the gold standard D∗. Table 2
reports on the number of crowdsourced triple pat-
terns per knowledge domain. In total, we submitted
to the crowd 502 RDF triple patterns with HARE
and HARE-BL. First, we submitted the microtasks
generated by HARE to CrowdFlower; after certain
time, the microtasks generated by HARE-BL were
crowdsourced under similar conditions. In total, we
collected 3,163 crowd answers. Table 2 reports on
the average and standard deviation of the crowd’s
confidence with each approach. Confidence10 is re-
ported directly by CrowdFlower and represents the
validity of the crowd answer. Table 2 shows that
the crowd’s confidence is very high, indicating that
most of the crowd answers are reliable. It is also im-
portant to note that there is no significant difference
between the crowd confidence in both approaches;
this indicates that crowd workers that solved tasks
with HARE and HARE-BL are equally reliable.
Next, we analyze the number of answers pro-
duced by the dataset and the two variants of our
approach: HARE-BL and HARE. Figure 11 lists
the results per knowledge domain for each variant:
the first row shows the number of answers obtained
with HARE-BL, while the second row shows the
results for HARE. In each query, we distinguish
between the number of answers retrieved from the
dataset and the ones obtained from the crowd. In
addition, to measure the effectiveness of our ap-
proach, we compute the proportion of completeness
(PC) per query. PC corresponds to the ratio of an-
swers produced by HARE to the answers when the
same query is executed only against the dataset,
i.e., PC =
|[[Q]]CROWDD |
|[[Q]]D| . Minimum and maximum
values of PC are reported per domain for HARE-


















(a) HARE-BL - Sports.

















(b) HARE-BL - Music.




















(c) HARE-BL - Life Sci.


















(d) HARE-BL - Movies.
















(e) HARE-BL - History.















(f) HARE - Sports.

















(g) HARE - Music.




















(h) HARE - Life Sci.


















(i) HARE - Movies.
















(j) HARE - History.
PC : (1.10, 3.11)
Figure 11: Size of query answer (y-axis) achieved by baseline HARE-BL (first row) and HARE (second row) per query
(x-axis) and domain. Benchmark queries (x-axis) are ordered by the number of answers produced when execution
is carried over dataset. Crowd answers correspond to aggregated responses retrieved from crowd workers (including
true positives and false positives). Minimum and maximum values of percentage of completeness (PC) are reported.
The results reported in Figure 11 indicate that
the number on answers produced by the crowd with
HARE is predominantly higher than with the base-
line HARE-BL. Also, the values of PC achieved
with HARE are always greater than 1.00 indicating
that the crowd enhanced the number of answers
of all benchmark queries. In contrast, HARE-BL
was not able to enhance query answers for queries
Q5-Music11 and Q7-Music12, and Q1-History13. Fur-
thermore, for most queries, the values of PC are
higher when microtasks were generated using the
HARE approach. This suggests that crowd workers
are more engaged to solve microtasks with seman-
tically enriched interfaces; in addition, – as will be
shown in Section 10.3 and Section 10.4– workers are
also more effective and efficient when solving tasks
generated with HARE than with the baseline. The
only domain in which PC is lower in HARE than in
HARE-BL is Movies. However, as discussed next in
Section 10.3, the quality of the crowd answers ob-
tained with HARE-BL are not as high as the crowd
answer quality achieved with HARE.
11Q5-Music: Associated bands of Canadian Jazz Musicians.
12Q7-Music: Associated acts of Salsa Musicians.
13Q1-History: Places of British Military Occupations.
Figure 12 depicts in more details the PC values
achieved by HARE per knowledge domain. In all
domains, the minimum PC values are higher than
1.0 indicating that HARE increased the number of
answers in all SPARQL queries. It is important to












Figure 12: Portion of completeness (PC) achieved by
HARE per knowledge domain. In all domains, HARE is
able to enhance answer completeness on average. High-
lighted value corresponds to query where HARE pro-
duced 12 times more answers than the dataset.
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Figure 13: Recall: Query answer completeness (y-axis) obtained with DBpedia (Dataset) and our approaches HARE
and HARE-BL per query (x-axis). HARE consistently outperforms the other approaches in all benchmarks queries.
mated completeness of the dataset. The more com-
plete a dataset is, the smaller the opportunity to en-
hance query answer completeness. This is the case,
for instance, in DBpedia in the Life Sciences and
Movies knowledge domains, which exhibit high lev-
els of completeness. Therefore, on average the PC
values achieved in these domains are not as high
as for other knowledge domains in DBpedia. For
example, consider the query benchmark Q8-Sports
where HARE is able to produce 12.00 times more
answers than the DBpedia dataset (see highlighted
datapoint in Figure 12), since Q8 only produces one
result when it is executed against DBpedia.
Lastly, we report on the effectiveness of produc-
ing complete answers of the studied approaches. Ef-
fectiveness, in this case, can be measured as preci-
sion and recall of the answers obtained with the
different approaches when compared to the gold
standard D∗. However, note that the precision of
the answers of executing queries against DBpedia
is always 1.0, since we assume that the dataset
is correct. Furthermore, the precision of the an-
swers produced by HARE and HARE-BL is only
impacted by the precision of the answers collected
from the crowd (since HARE correctly produces the
answers from the dataset). For this reason, we only
analyze the recall values of the three approaches
in this section. In Section 10.3, we present a de-
tailed analysis of the quality of the crowd answers
of HARE and HARE-BL. Figure 13 shows the re-
call values of the studied approaches per knowledge
domain and queries. We can observe that the re-
call obtained when querying DBpedia varies among
queries and knowledge domains. This indicates that
completeness in DBpedia is heterogenous among
different sub-graphs, in this case, represented by
different knowledge domains. These results sup-
port the importance of taking into consideration
the local completeness of resources. In contrast,
HARE and HARE-BL are able to improve recall
in comparison to executing queries automatically
against DBpedia. This result indicates that our
model is able to capture the skew distribution of
values in real-world datasets. Among all the ap-
proaches, HARE consistently improves recall in all
benchmark queries, even outperforming HARE-BL.
This indicates that interfaces generated by HARE
are able to gather more correct answers from the
crowd than HARE-BL; this behavior is further an-
alyzed in Section 10.3. When comparing the recall
of HARE with respect to the dataset, we can con-
clude that the effectiveness of HARE on enhanc-
ing query answer size is independent from the local
completeness of the dataset.
The experimental results presented in this section
confirm that HARE correctly identifies sub-queries
that produce incomplete results, and that micro-
task crowdsourcing can resolve missing values when
executing SPARQL queries against RDF datasets.
This answers our second research question RQ2.
10.3. Quality of Crowd Answers
To measure the quality of crowd answers, we
compute precision and recall of the mappings re-
trieved from the crowd with respect to the gold
standard D∗. For each query Q and crowdsourced
triple pattern t in Q, a true positive corresponds
to a mapping µ(t) provided by the crowd where
µ(t) ∈ [[Q]]D∗ . Analogously, a false positive is a
mapping µ(t) from the crowd where µ(t) /∈ [[Q]]D∗ .
Crowd answers equal to “I don’t know” are consid-
ered neither true positives nor false positives, since
the crowd has explicitly stated to be unknowledge-
















Figure 14: Precision and recall of crowd answers per
domain. Median precision values is 0.55 in the Music
domain and greater than 0.9 for the other domains. The
median achieved in recall is 1.0 for all domains.
Figure 14 reports on the aggregated results of
precision and recall of crowd answers obtained with
HARE. It can be observed that precision values
fluctuate over the knowledge domains. The low-
est performance in terms of precision is obtained in
the Music domain, where the median is 0.55. Still,
the high value of the third quartile in the Music
domain indicates that most of the precision values
range from 0.55 to 0.90. Overall, the median pre-
cision values of HARE in the other domains are
greater than 0.93. In turn, recall values are consis-
tently high with median equal to 1.0.
Next, we conduct a fine-grained analysis of the
quality of the crowd answers retrieved with HARE
and the baseline HARE-BL. Results of precision
and recall per query are reported in Table 3.
In terms of precision, the mean values reported
in Table 3 indicate that the HARE approach led
to higher precision than HARE-BL in four do-
mains. With HARE the crowd was able to pro-
vide fully correct answers (precision equal to 1.00)
for 25 out of 50 queries, while with HARE-BL only
13 queries were correctly answered. Furthermore,
HARE achieves precision values from 0.62 up to
0.97, while HARE-BL precision ranges from 0.49 to
0.69. In 28 out of 50 benchmark queries, HARE
outperforms HARE-BL in terms of precision. In 7
additional queries, HARE and HARE-BL exhibit
the same performance. Out of the remaining cases,
HARE-BL achieves higher precision than HARE
in three queries which correspond to queries with
multi-valuate attributes.14 Still, in all the queries
where HARE exhibits lower precision than HARE-
BL, HARE leads to very high values of recall (from
0.95 to 1.00), indicating that the crowd is able to
correctly identify true positives. It is important to
note that with the HARE-BL approach, the major-
ity of the crowd workers answered “I don’t know”
(N/A values in Table 3) in three benchmark queries.
This provides evidence of the importance of our
triple-based approach on the identification of por-
tions of RDF graphs where the crowd is unknowl-
edgeable. Thus, in subsequent requests, our ap-
proach will make use of this knowledge to avoid
crowdsourcing these questions again.
In terms of recall, Table 3 shows that on aver-
age the quality of HARE is very high (from 0.92 to
1.00). In 49 out of 50 benchmark queries, HARE ex-
hibits the same or better performance than HARE-
BL, and in 32 queries HARE outperforms HARE-
BL. Overall, the recall obtained with HARE is
clearly higher than with HARE-BL. In particular,
in 41 out of 50 queries, the crowd was able to resolve
all missing values (i.e., recall equals to 1.00) with
HARE. Only in Q1-Movies15 the crowd achieved
lower recall with HARE (recall 0.41) than HARE-
BL (recall 0.55); nonetheless, in this case the pre-
cision of HARE (1.00) is higher than HARE-BL
(0.34). It is important to point out that the recall
values obtained with HARE-BL are heterogeneous
within the knowledge domains. By contrary, with
HARE the crowd is able to provide answers with
high recall for queries in the studied domains.
In summary, the geometric mean values reported
in Table 3 indicate that on average crowd answers
exhibit higher quality with HARE than with the
baseline HARE-BL in all studied knowledge do-
mains. HARE microtasks assisted the crowd in
reaching perfect precision and recall scores in 30
out of 50 SPARQL queries (60% of the bench-
mark). These experiments confirm that exploit-
ing the semantics of RDF resources allows the
crowd for effectively solving missing RDF values
which, in turn, enhances the answer completeness
of SPARQL queries. This answers research question
RQ3 regarding the effectiveness of the crowd.
14This is the case of the following queries: Q8-Music “As-
sociated acts of German pop singers”, Q9-Music “Associated bands of
Canadian Jazz Musicians”, Q7-History “Combatants of battles involv-
ing Portugal”.
15Q1-Movies: Gross of films shot in Spain.
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Table 3: Quality of crowd answers achieved by HARE and HARE-BL. Precision and recall values are reported for each
query. Highlighted cells represent the cases where HARE exhibits a similar or better performance than HARE-BL.
Precision equal to N/A corresponds to cases where the crowd answered “I don’t know” in all query instances.
(a) Precision per query and geometric mean per knowledge domain
Sports Music Life Sciences Movies History
Query HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE
Q1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.34 1.00 N/A 1.00
Q2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.64 0.96 1.00 1.00
Q3 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.75 0.75
Q4 0.13 0.55 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.77
Q5 0.80 1.00 N/A 0.57 0.18 1.00 0.50 0.80 0.77 0.95
Q6 0.60 0.69 0.50 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.78 0.93
Q7 0.67 1.00 N/A 0.48 0.54 0.75 0.89 1.00 0.71 0.63
Q8 0.50 0.92 0.43 0.39 0.71 0.87 0.87 1.00 0.33 0.93
Q9 0.30 0.50 0.92 0.36 0.54 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.72 0.54
Q10 0.40 0.91 0.39 0.52 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.48 0.95
Mean 0.49 0.83 0.66† 0.62† 0.65 0.89 0.69 0.97 0.66† 0.81†
(b) Recall per query and geometric mean per knowledge domain
Sports Music Life Sciences Movies History
Query HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE HARE-BL HARE
Q1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.41 0.00 1.00
Q2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00
Q3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Q4 0.14 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.28 0.94
Q5 0.80 1.00 0.00 0.80 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00
Q6 0.67 1.00 0.25 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.16 1.00 0.27 0.96
Q7 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.92 0.78 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.24 0.95
Q8 0.55 1.00 0.43 1.00 0.38 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.07 1.00
Q9 0.50 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.70 1.00 0.84 1.00
Q10 0.60 1.00 0.20 0.91 0.54 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.98 1.00
Mean 0.67 0.98 0.54† 0.95† 0.60 1.00 0.70 0.92 0.46† 0.98†
































































































































































































































































































































(j) HARE - History.
Judgements (12’): 75%
Figure 15: Crowd response time with HARE-BL (first row) and HARE (second row). The percentage of judgements
completed (y-axis) in function of time (x-axis) is plotted per domain. Batches of judgements received last are
highlighted. The percentage of judgements received until the 12th minute are reported per knowledge domain.
10.4. Crowd Response Time
We analyze the time efficiency of the crowd con-
tacted by our approach when executing a query.
Crowd response time per query corresponds to the
elapsed time since the first task is posed to Crowd-
Flower until the last answer is retrieved from the
crowd. Figure 15 lists the fraction of judgements
(crowd answers) that were completed with HARE-
BL and HARE as a function of time. For both
studied approaches in all five domains, we observe
a similar behavior: A small portion of judgements
(highlighted in the plots of Figure 15) are finished
much later than the vast majority.
Furthermore, in Figure 15 can be observed that,
in general, the assignments are completed faster
with the HARE approach. We therefore look at the
percentage of judgements completed until a certain
point in time with both approaches. For the HARE
approach, at least 75% of the judgements are fin-
ished for all domains 12 minutes after the first task
is released; the Movies domain exhibits the best
observed scenario where 98% of judgements were fi-
nalized by this time with HARE. In the case of the
HARE-BL approach, at the 12th minute, at least
62% of the judgements are finished for all domains.
In particular, the crowd exhibits the best perfor-
mance (in terms of time) with both approaches in
the Life Sciences and Movies domains, achieving
over 97% of the judgements with HARE. The slow-
est domain for both approaches is History, achiev-
ing 62% and 75% of the judgments by the 12th
minute with HARE-BL and HARE, respectively.
In a subsequent step, we analyze the rate at
which query answers are produced by the crowd
with the HARE and HARE-BL variants. For each
query, we compute the crowd answer distribution
over time by sampling the number of judgements
produced with each approach at different and iden-
tically distributed points in time. Examples of
the obtained crowd answer distributions are plot-
ted in Figure 16. In Figure 16a and Figure 16b,
the answer distribution is very similar for HARE
and HARE-BL, particularly for query Q2-Music (cf.
Figure 16a), where several sampled points overlap
in both approaches. By contrast, in Figure 16d and
Figure 16e, the differences between the answer dis-
tribution with HARE and HARE-BL are notable.
In order to compare the answer distributions of
both approaches, we conduct a statistical hypothe-
sis test. We choose the nonparametric Kolmogorov-
Smirnov [31] test since it is tailored to compare em-
pirical distribution functions, in this case, of two
samples. The null hypothesis H0 in our study is




















































































p-value :< 2.2× 10−16
Figure 16: Crowd answer distribution over time. Number of judgements (y-axis) produced by the crowd with
HARE and HARE-BL at different and identically distributed points in time (x-axis). p-values obtained with the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [31] are reported. Answer distributions (a) and (b) are not significantly different; (c), (d),
and (e) are significantly different (p < 0.01).
BL and HARE are identical; the alternate hypothe-
sis Ha in our study states that the answer distribu-
tion produced with HARE-BL and HARE are non-
identical. We conduct the test on all queries and
report on the p-values obtained in Table 4. The
results of the statistical test indicate that there is
no significant difference among the answer distri-
butions of HARE and HARE-BL mostly for se-
lective queries such as Q2-Music and Q3-Life Sci-
ences (cf. Figure 16a and Figure 16b). Nonethe-
less, for some of the selective queries, e.g., Q2-Life
Sciences, the answer distribution with HARE and
HARE-BL (as shown in Figure 16c) are nonidenti-
cal (p < 0.01). This indicates that the crowd an-
swer rate with HARE and HARE-BL is still differ-
ent when the number of judgements is low. In the
case of non-selective queries, the crowd answer dis-
tribution obtained with the approaches HARE and
HARE-BL are nonidentical (p < 0.01), as observed
in Figure 16d and Figure 16e. In summary, the out-
come of the statistical test confirms that the usage
of semantics for generating microtasks impacts not
only on the overall time of crowd response time,
but also on the rate at which the answers are pro-
duced by the crowd. This answers RQ3 regarding
the efficiency of the crowd.
As a final remark, it is worth mentioning that
the crowd response time is not in the same order
of magnitude as when queries are executed against
a dataset. However, these experiments shed light
on the trade-off between answer completeness and
total execution time, whenever the proportion of
completeness achieved by HARE is considered.
11. Conclusions and Outlook
This paper presents HARE, the first hybrid query
engine over Linked Data to enhance the complete-
ness of SPARQL query answers. HARE is able
to execute SPARQL queries as a combination of
machine and human-driven functionality. Our ap-
proach is tailored for RDF and Linked Data, i.e.,
data is assumed to be correct and potentially in-
complete. No prior knowledge about the complete-
ness of the data sources is expected from the users.
HARE users may specify the desired level of query
completeness and HARE handles the execution of
queries and enrichment of the underlying data. No
extensions to the SPARQL syntax are required.
Table 4: Statistical hypothesis test for crowd response
time. p-values of applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test [31] to compare crowd answer distributions of
HARE-BL and HARE. Values marked with ∗∗∗ indicate
a difference significant at 0.01.
Query Sports Music Life Sci. Movies History
Q1 0.056 0.054 0.056 < 0.01∗∗∗ 0.056
Q2 < 0.01∗∗∗ 1.000 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ 0.270
Q3 < 0.01∗∗∗ 0.270 0.526 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
Q4 < 0.01∗∗∗ 0.336 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
Q5 < 0.01∗∗∗ 0.879 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
Q6 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
Q7 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
Q8 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
Q9 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
Q10 < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗ < 0.01∗∗∗
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HARE implements the following novel features
to improve the quality of SPARQL query answers:
i) An RDF completeness model that relies on the
topology of RDF graphs and the Local Closed-
World Assumption (LCWA) to estimate the com-
pleteness of RDF resources. ii) Crowd knowledge
bases (CKB) to store fuzzy RDF for modeling not
only RDF positive facts (CKB+), but also repre-
senting negative (CKB−) and unknown statements
(CKB∼). iii) A semantics-based microtask man-
ager that makes use of Linked Data principles by
dereferencing URIs to build user interfaces; the se-
mantics of dereferenced URIs are exploited to prop-
erly render RDF resources in HTML interfaces.
iv) A SPARQL fuzzy set semantics to represent
the meaning of queries executed against fuzzy RDF
datasets. v) A SPARQL query optimizer that im-
plements techniques tailored for the topology of
RDF graphs, and that generates hybrid bushy plans
based on estimates about the completeness of RDF
resources. vi) A SPARQL query engine that utilizes
the RDF completeness model and the knowledge in
CKB to decide on-the-fly which parts of a SPARQL
query should resort to human computation.
We formally demonstrate that the time com-
plexity of computing query results under the pro-
posed fuzzy set semantics remains the same as when
the computation is carried out under set seman-
tics (Theorem 2). In addition, we also proved that
computing the results of hybrid plans of SPARQL
queries comes for free in terms of time complexity
(Theorem 3). These theoretical results confirm that
HARE is able to complete SPARQL query answers
without adding complexity to the SPARQL Eval-
uation problem [27, 30], which answers our first
research question RQ1.
We empirically measure the performance of
HARE. First, we study the crowdsourcing capabil-
ities of HARE and show the impact of varying the
quality threshold τ on the number of crowdsourced
triple patterns. Results also indicate that the num-
ber of intermediate results directly impact on the
number of triple patterns submitted to the crowd.
Also, we empirically show that the completeness
model effectively reduces the number of false posi-
tives when crowdsourcing triple patterns for large τ .
We then measure the number of answers produced
by HARE and by the dataset. Our experiments
confirm that HARE is able to increase answer size
up to 12 times. We also observe that HARE con-
sistently increases recall of query answers among
all the benchmark queries. The results additionally
show that the incompleteness degree vary notably
among different sub-graphs (represented by knowl-
edge domains) in DBpedia; values of recall con-
firm that our model is tailored for handling skewed
value distributions in real-world datasets. This an-
swers the second research question RQ2. In terms
of quality, crowd answers have shown to be reliable
with precision values from 0.62 to 0.97, while recall
ranges from 0.92 to 1.00. Regarding efficiency, we
observed that a large portion (up to 98%) of the
human tasks submitted by HARE to the Crowd-
Flower platform are finished in less than 12 min-
utes. We statistically demonstrate that the distri-
bution of crowd answers over time is significantly
different (p < 0.01) when the interfaces are gener-
ated with and without semantics for non-selective
queries. Our results show that exploiting the se-
mantics of RDF resources can effectively increase
the quality and efficiency of crowd answers; this an-
swers our last research question RQ3. In summary,
our empirical study shows that HARE implements
a feasible solution to the studied problem.
In the future, we will concentrate on studying fur-
ther approaches to accurately capture crowd answer
reliability, i.e., to distinguish high quality workers
from high confidence workers answers. We plan to
extend the HARE techniques to pose, instead of
triple-based, more complex microtasks against the
crowd. Finally, we will consider other knowledge di-
mensions, besides contradiction and unknownness,
to enhance the predictive power of HARE.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2 Given Q a SPARQL expression, D an
RDF dataset, and D̂ = (D,m) a fuzzy RDF dataset.
Let Ω := [[Q]]D and (Ω̂, m̂) := [[Q]]
F
D̂
. Then, Ω = Ω̂.




demonstrate that Ω̂ = Ω by induction on the struc-
ture of Q. For the sake of readability, we denote
µ ∈ [[Q]]F
D̂
⇔ µ ∈ Ω̂. It is important to highlight that
for all µ ∈ Ω̂ it holds that m̂(µ) > 0. This is guaranteed
by the definition of D̂, and the definition of operators
⊗ and ⊕ in Definition 16.
In the base case, Q is composed of a triple pattern
tp. From Definition 17, it is obtained that Ω̂ and Ω are
constructed in the same way, i.e., Ω̂ = Ω.
The induction hypothesis is µ ∈ [[Q′]]F
D̂
⇔ µ ∈
[[Q′]]D. We assume that the induction hypothesis holds
for all SPARQL expression Q′. In the inductive case,
Q is an expression composed of And, Union, Opt, Se-
lect, or Filter.
Case Q := Q1 And Q2.
We prove that µ ∈ [[Q1 And Q2]]FD̂ ⇔ µ ∈
[[Q1 And Q2]]D. By Definition 17, we obtain that








µ1 ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ and µ2 ∈ [[Q2]]
F
D̂
for some µ1, µ2 such
that µ1 ∼ µ2 and µ = µ1 ∪ µ2. By induction hypoth-
esis, it holds that µ1 ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ ⇔ µ1 ∈ [[Q1]]D and
µ2 ∈ [[Q2]]FD̂ ⇔ µ2 ∈ [[Q2]]D. Since µ1 ∼ µ2 and by def-
inition of on under set semantics (Definition 4), it holds
that µ ∈ [[Q1]]D on [[Q2]]D. With Definition 5 of the
SPARQL semantics we have that µ ∈ [[Q1 And Q2]].
We conclude that Ω̂ = Ω, for this case.
Case Q := Q1 Union Q2.
We prove that µ ∈ [[Q1 Union Q2]]FD̂ ⇔








ing Definition 17. According to the definition of ∪ in
Definition 16, µ ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ ∪ [[Q2]]
F
D̂
iff µ ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ or




⇔ µ ∈ [[Q1]]D or µ ∈ [[Q2]]FD̂ ⇔ µ ∈ [[Q2]]D.
Applying the definition of ∪ under set semantics (Defi-
nition 4), we obtain µ ∈ [[Q1]]D∪[[Q2]]D. Lastly, apply-
ing the definition of the Union operator under set se-
mantics Definition 5 it holds that µ ∈ [[Q1 Union Q2]].
We obtain that Ω̂ = Ω, for this case.
Case Q := Q1Opt Q2.
We prove that µ ∈ [[Q1Opt Q2]]FD̂ ⇔ µ ∈
[[Q1Opt Q2]]D. With Definition 17, it holds that



















In the first sub-case, the proof is the same as in the case
of expressions. We conclude that µ ∈ [[Q1Opt Q2]]D,
for the first sub-case. Lets now consider the second
sub-case, i.e., µ ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ \ [[Q2]]
F
D̂
. With Definition 16,
it follows that µ ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ and there is no mapping
µ2 ∈ [[Q2]]FD̂ such that µ1 ∼ µ2. By induction hypoth-
esis, it is obtained that µ ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ ⇔ µ ∈ [[Q1]]D.
Lets assume by contradiction that µ2 ∈ [[Q2]]D with
µ1 ∼ µ2. Applying the induction hypothesis again we
obtain that µ2 ∈ [[Q2]]FD̂; this contradicts our initial
assumption about µ2. By definition of \ under set se-
mantics, µ ∈ [[Q1]]D \ [[Q2]]D. This demonstrates that
µ ∈ [[Q1 Opt Q2]]D, for the second sub-case. Finally,
it is proved that Ω̂ = Ω, for this case.
Case Q := SelectS(Q1).
We prove that µ ∈ [[SelectS(Q1)]]FD̂ ⇔ µ ∈
[[SelectS(Q1)]]D. By definition of Select under




⇔ µ ∈ πS([[Q1]]FD̂). With Defini-
tion 16, it holds that µ ∪ µ′ ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ and dom(µ) ⊆ S




⇔ µ ∪ µ′ ∈ [[Q1]]D. Given the characteristics
of µ and µ′ and by definition of π under set semantics,
µ ∈ πS([[Q1]]D). With the definition of Select under
set semantics, we conclude that µ ∈ [[SelectS(Q1)]]D
and Ω̂ = Ω, for this case.
Case Q := Q1 Filter R.
We prove that µ ∈ [[Q1 Filter R]]FD̂ ⇔ µ ∈







) according to Definition 17. From Defini-
tion 16, it follows that µ ∈ σR([[Q1]]FD̂) ⇔ µ ∈ [[Q1]]
F
D̂
and µ |= R. By induction hypothesis, it holds that
µ ∈ [[Q1]]FD̂ ⇔ µ ∈ [[Q]]D. Since µ |= R, following the
definition of σR under set semantics, we obtain that
µ ∈ σR([[Q1]]D). Finally, µ ∈ [[Q1 Filter R]]D and
Ω̂ = Ω, in this case.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3
Theorem 3 The EvaluationCROWD problem is in (1)
PTime for expressions constructed using only And and
Filter; (2) NP-complete for expressions constructed
using And, Filter, and Union; (3) PSpace-complete
for graph pattern expressions.
Proof Let Q be a query, D an RDF dataset, and
CKB a crowd knowledge base. Note that to solve the
EvaluationCROWD(µ,D,CKB, Q) problem, we just
have to check if µ ∈ Ω̂ where (Ω̂,m) is computed ei-
ther by Algorithm 2 or Definition 17 depending on the
structure of Q. As defined in the EvaluationCROWD
problem, if Q is composed of a triple pattern or And
operators, then Q is evaluated with Algorithm 2. The
computation of the result set Ω̂ in Algorithm 2 is done
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in four points of Algorithm 2: lines 2, 9, 10, and 11.
In line 2, the engine evaluates the sub-query TB |SBD
against D as defined in the SPARQL set semantics (Def-
inition 5). Therefore, the time complexity of computing
Ω̂ in line 2 is polynomial (cf. Theorem 1) w.r.t. the
size of D and the number of triple patterns in TB |SBD.
Analogously, in line 9, the complexity of computing
Ω1 = [[t]]D is also polynomial; more precisely, since
t is a single triple pattern, [[t]]D can be computed in
linear time w.r.t. the size of D. In line 10, Algorithm 2
computes (Ω2, m̂2) = [[t]]
F
CKB+ . Based on Corollary 1,
the time complexity of computing Ω2 under fuzzy set
semantics is the same as when using set semantics, i.e.,
Ω2 can be computed in linear time w.r.t. the size of D
(under the assumption that |CKB+|  |D|). Lastly,
in line 11, a SPARQL Union operator is added to the
query evaluation. Note that the mapping sets Ω1 (line
9) and Ω2 (line 10) are the result of evaluating the
same triple pattern in each one. Therefore, the prob-
lem of deciding whether µ ∈ Ω1 ∪ Ω2 in this case is in
PTime [30].16 We conclude that EvaluationCROWD
is in PTime for triple patterns or SPARQL expres-
sions constructed with And operators. Regarding ex-
pressions constructed with other SPARQL operators,
the EvaluationCROWD problem specifies that Q is
evaluated using fuzzy set semantics, i.e., [[Q]]F
D̂
with
D̂ = (D,m) and m = 1.0 for all t ∈ D. By Corollary 1,
the complexity of computing Ω̂ (the result set of [[Q]]F
D̂
)
under fuzzy set semantics is the same as when it is com-
puted under set semantics. In this case, the complexity
of deciding if µ ∈ Ω̂ is the same as in Evaluation.
16This is the case of the fragment U defined by Schimdt
et al. [30]
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